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Local Evaluation for Grantee Name
2020-2021
Overview
To assist grantees with meeting the local evaluation requirements, the Iowa DOE provides a
standardized form for local evaluations of the 21st CCLC Programs. Each grantee is required to complete
the local evaluation form with data from the previous school year. Each grantee must submit ONE
evaluation that encompasses all centers funded by the grantee. Cohorts 11-15 are to be included for
reporting data for the previous school year. Reported data will be from the Summer, Fall, and Spring.
The table below lists the eight required sections of the local evaluation. Each section includes a checklist
of required items to include.
The completed form should be saved with the filename <Grantee Name 21st CCLC Local Evaluation
Form 2020-2021>. The form must be completed and submitted in Word format.

Required Section
Complete?
1. General Information
X
2. Introduction/Executive Summary
X
3. Demographic Data
X
4. GPRA Measures
X
5. Local Objectives
X
6. Anecdotal Data
X
7. Sustainability Plans
X
8. Summary and Recommendations
X
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1. General Information
General Information Required Elements Complete?
Basic Information Table
X
Center Information Table
X

Basic Information Table
Item
Information
Date Form Submitted
November 24, 2021
Grantee Name
Clinton Community Schools
Program Director Name
Chol M. Chagai
Program Director E-mail
chol.chagai@csdkq.org
Program Director Phone
563-243-0469
Evaluator Name
Susan M. Troy
Evaluator E-mail
Susantroy58@gmail.com
Evaluator Phone
563-590-6718
Additional Information from Grantee (optional)

Center Information Table
Cohort
Centers
(If not in a cohort, leave that cohort info blank)
(Enter Names of Centers, separated by commas)
Cohort 11
Whittier Elementary, Clinton Middle School
Cohort 12
Cohort 13
Bluff Elementary, Jefferson Elementary, Eagle
Heights Elementary
Cohort 14
Cohort 15
Additional Information from Grantee (optional)
Note: If you are in Cohort 16, you will report your data next year (We always report the previous
year’s data in the local evaluations).
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2. Introduction/Executive Summary
Introduction/Executive Summary Required Elements Complete?
Program Implementation
X
 Needs Assessment Process
X
 Key People Involved
X
 Development of Objectives
Program Description
X
 Program days and hours
X
 List of activities
X
 Location of centers
X
 Attendance requirements
X
 Governance (board, director, etc.)
Program Highlights
X

Introduction/Executive Summary
The Clinton Community School District (CCSD) and collaborative partners’ mission is to narrow the achievement
gaps for students at Bluff Elementary, Jefferson Elementary, Eagle Heights Elementary, Whittier Elementary, and
Clinton Middle School. The CCSD offers Student Adventures before, after-school and summer programs.
Overarching goals are to: (1) Provide access to high-quality academic recovery and enrichment programs. (2) Work
to close achievement gaps between Caucasian and non-Caucasian students and LSES and non-LSES students. (3)
Give students access to a variety of engaging activities that promote positive youth development. (4) Promote
community ownership by linking a variety of community resources to the schools, children, and adults who can
best benefit from those resources. (5) Lead to greater family awareness of the importance of literacy as the major
skill development area that correlates with high success in other academic areas.
In the 2020-2021 academic year and summer, the CCSD ran two cohorts of students under 21st Century funding.
Cohort 13 was comprised of kindergarten through 5th grade students at Bluff, Jefferson, and Eagle Heights
Elementary Schools and Cohort 11 was comprised of students in grades 1-5 at Whittier Elementary School and
students in grades 6-8 at Clinton Middle School.
Needs Assessment and Key People Involved
Beginning with the implementation of Clinton’s first Community Health Advisory Board in 1992, the city of Clinton
and the Clinton Community Schools have engaged in an effective collaborative planning body.
At the core of the current planning process is a dedicated and committed group of CCSD staff, community leaders,
parent representatives, and community-based organization executives currently called the Student Adventures
Community Governance Board. SACGB has one primary goal: “Develop and implement a single, comprehensive
system of services, delivered to the community through our schools.” This group determines what services are
needed in the schools and which community partners can best serve to meet those needs. This governing body has
provided oversight of 21st Century Programs in Clinton for over a decade. Annual needs analysis, outcome data,
and program planning at the individual school level is received by the Board for review and approval. At the core of
all planning
is an ongoing review of status and progress made in the following risk factors for Clinton youth:
Risk Factor 1 - Poverty: Poverty is a major risk factor for students in the Clinton Schools. Clinton County currently
ranks 7th out of Iowa’s 99 counties in terms of child welfare and food assistance expenditures. 18.4% of the city’s
citizens receive food assistance (www.citydata.com). Thirty-four percent of the children in Clinton are in single
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parent households (Robert-Wood Johnson Foundation, 2014). 48% of African American families live in poverty and
49% percent of mixed-race families live in poverty. School 2020-2021 FRL rates significantly exceed the FRL rate for
the state with Clinton Schools exhibiting the following (Iowa DOE as of Spring 2021):
Bluff Elementary = 69.19% FRL
Jefferson Elementary = 75.27% FRL
Eagle Heights Elementary = 51.89% FRL
Whittier Elementary = 42.42% FRL
Clinton Middle School = 53.35% FRL
Risk Factor 2 – Low Academic Achievement: In our target schools, rates of non-proficiency are highly specific to
two populations of students: minority students and students in poverty. While the District
has made substantial progress in academic achievement in the last four years, a higher percentage of students in
these demographic categories continue to display reading and math skills that do not meet the minimum
proficiency standards set forth in the District’s C-Plan (CCSD Data 2017-2018). For example, in grade 6, 26% of
students scored in the 0-24% in math and another 39% scored in the 25-50% (Edmentum Spring 2021) math. 39%
of LSES students are not proficient in reading. In grades 3-5, 24% of LSES students are not proficient in math versus
15% of non-LSES students. In grades 3-5, 34% of LSES students are non-proficient in reading.
Risk Factor 3 – Family Histories of Problem Behaviors: Without appropriate parental role modeling, children are
disadvantaged in learning socially appropriate behaviors. The community of Clinton has high rates of family
dysfunction. In its latest At-Risk Report, the CCSD reported that 38% of its students are identified as having at least
one of the following critical risk factors: Homeless (8%); Out of Home Placement (9%); Juvenile Court Involved
(13%); Pregnant/Teen Parent (9%); Verified Victim of Abuse (14%).
Development of Objectives
Objectives are designed to target two of these key risk factors: 1) Low academic achievement and 2) Prevention of
problematic behaviors. Focusing on these two factors could potentially break the cycle of poverty for so many of
our students by helping them achieve academically and by strengthening protective factors against substance use
and other problem behaviors.
Program Description
The Student Adventures programs in Clinton has a new dedicated full-time Director, Mr. Chol Chagai, following the
retirement of the previous director in June 2021. The Director has a dedicated office, with administrative support,
in the Clinton School District Administration Building. Each school has a dedicated ¾ time Site Facilitator
responsible for the day-to-day scheduling of teachers, staff and students, implementation of day-to-day activities,
and distribution of Student Adventures parent calendars and newsletters.
Days, Hours and Location of Centers
Student Adventures programs are available from 6:30-7:30 a.m. and from 2:45-5:00 p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays at Jefferson, Bluff, Eagle Heights and Whittier elementary schools. Student Adventures
programs were available from 7:00-8:00 a.m. and from 3:30-5:15 p.m. on Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and
Fridays at Clinton Middle School (CMS). On Wednesdays, all elementary sites ran from 12:45-5:00 p.m. and the
Clinton Middle School site ran from 1:30-5:15 p.m. Students were unable to attend five days a week due to hybrid
scheduling as per COVID restrictions (see COVID statement at the end of this section). In the Summer of 2020, all
schools ran a shortened 2-week summer session beginning in June. The shortened schedule was again due to
COVID restrictions.
Attendance Requirements
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Any student is eligible to participate in the program, but the target population for inclusion are students who are
not proficient in math, reading, or both subjects, minority students, students of low economic status, and students
with behavioral issues. Students can be recommended to the program by parents, teachers, guidance counselors,
or a student may self-refer followed by parental permission. Students are not required to attend the program
every day, but regular attendance is expected and encouraged.
Activities
Within each school, students are grouped by grade-level, rotating through 30-45 minute blocks of academic
remediation and enrichment, ATOD prevention, wellness, and recreation activities. At each school, staff to student
ratio for remediation was approximately 6:1; for enrichment it was 8:1.
Unique to the Student Adventures program is ‘early out Wednesdays’ where all elementary schools release at
12:45 p.m. and the Middle School releases at 1:30 p.m. This allows the programs to provide students with weekly
enrichment fields trips. Examples included the Children’s Museum, Putnam Museum, DeWitt Opera House, Naibi
Zoo, Blanchard Dairy Farm, the Canadian Pacific Railroad, the Clinton Fire Department, the John Deere Museum,
and the Hurtsville Interpretive Center. In the 2020-2021 academic year, weekly field trips depended upon
restrictions placed by various organizations in terms of local or state COVID restrictions.
Governance
Governing the Student Adventures program is a dedicated and committed group of CCSD staff, community leaders,
parent representatives, and community-based executives currently called the Student Adventures Community
Governance Board (SACGB). SACGB has one primary goal, “Develop and implement a single, comprehensive
system of services, delivered to the community through our schools.” This group determines what services are
needed in the schools and which community partners can best serve to meet those needs. This governing body has
provided oversight of 21st Century programs in Clinton for 18 years.
Program Highlights
In the CCSD’s Student Adventures Program, LSES and minority status student targets were met, with all schools
capturing LSES students and minority students at rates equal to or above the FRL and minority status rates for each
individual school and the District as a whole.

COVID-19 Statement
In the 2020-2021 academic year, the COVID-19 pandemic had a widespread impact on the 21st Century programs
in the Clinton Community School District. Per CDC recommendations and in an effort to minimize COVID-19
infections and keep students, teachers, and staff safe, the Clinton Community School District submitted a state
waiver in November 2020 to move to online learning across the district. That move was in direct response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In one week, 101 district employees were absent from work, 35 confirmed positive COVID-19
infections between staff and students, and over 400 of students and staff were quarantined.
During this exceptional year, the Clinton Community School District’s 21 st Century programs experienced the
lowest enrollment and attendance in the program history. The fluid nature of the pandemic interfered with every
aspect of the program. Parents and students expressed fear of catching COVID-19 infection, and many of our
program partners had COVID restrictions in place, preventing them from coming into the school. It was a difficult
challenge to synchronize and plan activities of educational nature.
The 21st Century program had to innovate in order to carry out activities under the stringent circumstances.
Initially, Zoom programming was the only option and students in the program participated via Zoom once or twice
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a week, but students with poor internet or lack of equipment couldn’t participate in a robust manner and staff
listened as students expressed the emotional difficulties of the pandemic and the impact it was having on them
and their families.
When the district shifted to hybrid learning in the Spring of 2021, new challenges arose as a result. During the
hybrid learning period, students were going to other buildings, such as Clinton High School and Clinton Middle
School, for classes. They were also divided into two groups, group A and group B, alternated attending every other
day. When group A was receiving in person instruction, group B was receiving online instructions, and vice versa.
Each student was effectively attending school, at the most, 2-3 times a week. Anxiety over COVID-19 was still a
major issue with many parents refusing to send their children to the Afterschool program.
These factors, attributed to the pandemic, contributed to significantly lower enrollment and participation in the
program throughout the 2020-2021 year. Program staff are working diligently to produce better outcomes in
terms of enrollment, participation, and academic gains for the 2021-2022 school year. The recent availability of the
COVID vaccine for all children will, to some extent, decrease fear and anxiety around COVID-19. We are slowly
seeing higher enrollment and more robust participation in the 21st Century program this Fall of 2021. (Chol Chagai,
CCSD Director of Afterschool Programs).
In unduplicated headcount, 145 students were served by the Student Adventures programs in 2020-2021.
Regular attendance across all schools was 87%; with the highest percentage of regular attendance among
elementary school students (91%).
Every school met its targets in terms of comparative proficiency gains in math and reading; with each school’s
Student Adventures participants meeting or exceeding the proficiency levels of the overall populations in their
respective schools.
In Cohort 13, 60% of Student Adventures program participants were proficient in math by Spring 2021 versus 50%
who were proficient in a non-participating matched demographic sample of K-5 students at Bluff, Jefferson, and
Eagle Heights Elementary Schools.
In Cohort 13, 68% of Student Adventures program participants were proficient in reading by Spring 2021 versus
50% who were proficient in a non-participating matched demographic sample of K-5 students at Bluff, Jefferson,
and Eagle Heights Elementary Schools.
In Cohort 11, 58% of Student Adventures program participants were proficient in math by Spring 2021 versus 54%
who were proficient in a non-participating matched demographic sample of K-5 students at Whitter Elementary.
In Cohort 11: 54% of Student Adventures participants at Clinton Middle School were proficient in math by Spring
2021 versus 52% who were proficient in a non-participating matched demographic sample of students at Clinton
Middle School.
In Cohort 11: 59% of Student Adventures program participants at Whittier were proficient in reading by Spring
2021 versus 51% who were proficient in a non-participating matched demographic sample of students at Whittier
Elementary.
In Cohort 11: 62% of Student Adventures program participants at Clinton Middle School were proficient in reading
by Spring 2021 versus 58% who were proficient in a non-participating matched demographic samples of students
at Middle School students.
In Cohort 13: 74% of students improved their assessment scores in math and 79% improved their assessment
scores in reading.
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In Cohort 11: 70% of students improved their assessment scores in math and 80% improved their assessment
scores in reading.
The Student Adventures Program at Clinton Community Schools has 45 community partners: 20 full partners, 2
grant-funding partners, 5 partners taking cut-hourly rates for their staff/facilitators, 13 partners offering
discounted fees for activities; and 5 fully paid vendors. In 2020-2021, five partial partners moved to full partners.
All told, these partners provided $84,964 in financial support to the Student Adventures programs.
Of the 9 objectives for each cohort, only two were not met, and both involved parent activities. The CCSD was
required to follow CDC social distancing requirements restricting any gatherings of over ten people.
Program Highlights and Closing
In the community of Clinton, the Student Adventures program has become part of the local fabric. Forty-four
community partners have invested their resources and/or personnel to provide students with their expertise and
the message that they care. In its eighteenth year of operation, parents continue to state that the program
provides their children with extra academic support and a variety of interesting activities that promote positive
youth development. Students in the program are outperforming their peers in academic proficiency and are
engaged with positive adult role models on a daily basis.
To quote a parent: “My boys have been attending the afterschool program for three years and the summer camp
for two years. We are delighted that our children are asked to be part of the program and we don’t know what
we’d do without the afterschool program.”
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3. Demographic Data
Demographic Data Required Elements
Complete?
2020-2021 School Year Attendance Tables
X
 2020-2021 School Year Attendance Summary Table
X
 2020-2021 School Year Attendance Ethnicity Table
X
 2020-2021 School Year Attendance Special Needs Table
Summer of 2020 Attendance Tables
X
X
 Summer of 2020 Attendance Summary Table
X
 Summer of 2020 Attendance Ethnicity Table
X
 Summer of 2020 Attendance Special Needs Table
Attendance Discussion
X
Partnerships
X
X
 Partnerships Table
X
 Partnerships Discussion
Parent Involvement Information and Discussion
X
2020-2021 School Year Attendance.

Cohort
Cohort 11
Cohort 12
Cohort 13

21st CCLC Program 2020-2021 School Year Attendance Summary Table
Attendees
Total Attendance Male
Female
All
Regular*
All
Regular*
All
Regular*

57
46

27
24

30
22

88
80

43
37

45
43

Cohort 14

All
Regular*
Cohort 15
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.
21st CCLC Program 2020-2021 School Year Attendance Ethnicity Table
Cohort

Attendees

White

Hispanic/
Latino

American Black/
Asian/
Unknown
Indian/
African
Pacific
Race
Alaska
American Islander
Native

Cohort 11

All
Regular*
All
Regular*

40
31

6
5

0
0

Cohort 12

11
10

0
0
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Cohort 13

All
61
9
1
15
Regular*
55
9
1
14
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
Cohort 15
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

Cohort
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2
1

0
0

21st CCLC Program 2020-2021 School Year Attendance Special Needs Table
Attendees
LEP
Free and Reduced Special Needs
Price Lunch (FRPL)

Cohort 11

All
10
36
Regular*
7
26
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
10
72
Regular*
9
68
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
Cohort 15
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

4
4

6
5

Summer of 2020 Attendance.

Cohort

21st CCLC Program Summer 2020 Attendance Summary Table
Attendees
Total Attendance Male
Female

Cohort 11

All
13
5
8
Regular* (see note) 12
5
7
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
24
8
16
Regular* (see note) 22
7
15
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
Cohort 15
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.
Note: The Summer 2020 program was only held for 14 days due to COVID restrictions impacting
providers and staff. Regular attendance was considered to be 11 or more of those days offered.
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21st CCL Program Summer 2020 Attendance Ethnicity Table
Attendees White
Hispanic/ American Black/
Asian/
Unknown
Latino
Indian/
African
Pacific
Race
Alaska
American Islander
Native
All
Regular*
All
Regular*
All
Regular*
All
Regular*
All
Regular*

7
6

1
1

0
0

5
5

0
0

0
0

13
12

2
2

0
0

6
5

3
3

0
0

*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

Cohort

21st CCLC Program Summer 2020 Attendance Special Needs Table
Attendees
LEP
Free and Reduced Special Needs
Price Lunch (FRPL)

Cohort 11

All
2
9
Regular*
2
8
Cohort 12
All
Regular*
Cohort 13
All
4
21
Regular*
4
20
Cohort 14
All
Regular*
Cohort 15
All
Regular*
*Regular Attendees have attended the program for 30 or more days.

2
2

5
5

Attendance Discussion.
Attendance Discussion Required Elements
General discussion on attendance including
 Percentage of 21st CCLC attendance compared to total population.
 Percentage of attendees who are FRPL.
 Efforts to increase and keep attendance high.
 Recruitment efforts.
 Discussion on how contact hours requirement is being met. 60 hours per month
(3 hours per day x 5 days a week) during weeks when school is in session (not
counting Christmas or Spring Break)

Complete?
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Explain WHY attendance met or did not meet grant goals.

Percentage of 21st CCLC Attendance Compared to Total Population:
In unduplicated headcount, 145 students were served by the Student Adventures programs in 2020-2021;
representing about 7% of the total population in the District and down 44% from the previous year due to COVID
pandemic disruptions.
Total Numbers Served: The table below represents the total number of students served in each Cohort. In Cohort
13, 88 students in grades K-5 participated in the before and/or afterschool programs at Bluff, Eagle Heights and
Jefferson Elementary Schools in the 2020-2021 year. In Cohort 11, 47 students at Whittier Elementary and Clinton
Middle School participated in the before and/or afterschool program. Program enrollment rates are as follows:

All Attendees
Regular Attendees
Percent Regular Attendance

2020-2021 Cohorts 11 and 13 Attendance:
Student Adventures Day-School Programs
Cohort 13
88
80
91%

Cohort 11
57
46
81%

In Cohort 13, the number of students targeted in the CCSD’s original application for school day attendance was
156/school year program. Due to COVID restrictions and hybrid learning, the number of enrolled participants
dropped significantly, with enrollment reaching only 58% of the target goal this year.
In Cohort 13, among enrolled students, 91% were regular attendees, an increase of 7% regular attendance from
the 2019-2020 school year. In these elementary schools, among regular attendees, students achieved a daily
attendance rate of 82%. Despite COVID obstacles, 57% of students attended for 100+ days.
In Cohort 11, the number of students targeted in the CCSD’s original application for school day attendance for
Whittier was 75/school year program. Again, due to COVID issues, enrollment dropped this year to 33 students,
with enrollment reaching only 44% of the target goal.
Of those attending at Whittier, 91% were regular attendees. At Whittier Elementary School, 60% of students
attended for 100+ days in 2020-2021.
In Cohort 11, the number of students targeted in the CCSD’s original application for school day attendance at CMS
was 65/school year program. With COVID restrictions, twenty-four students attended Student Adventures at some
point in the academic year – reflecting achievement of only 37% of the target goal.
In Cohort 11, 16 students (67%) of CMS students were regular attendees. This lower percentage of regular
attendees reflects the fact that middle school students often participate in other afterschool activities outside of
the program requiring their attendance (sports, drama, etc.). Participation in those activities is seen as equally as
important as participation in the Student Adventures program.
One hundred and forty-five students participated in the Student Adventures program at some point in the 20202021 academic year thirty-seven attended the summer of 2020 program. The table that follows illustrates the
breakdown by school of students attending the Student Adventures programs at each site.
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School Year (Before and After School)
30
30
28
33
24
145

Bluff
Jefferson
Eagle Heights
Whittier
CMS
Total
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Summer 2020**
3
15
6
11
2
37

***Due to COVID Restrictions, the summer camp in 2020 ran only two weeks

Gender breakdown in each cohort confirms that there is parity in terms of gender balance in each
cohort.
2020-2021 Cohorts 11 and 13: Total Participants by Gender
Before and/or After School Student Adventures Programs
Cohort 11 - Male
Cohort 13 - Male
Cohort 11 - Female Cohort 13 - Female
27
43
30
45
70 Males
75 Females

Gender Split

Cohort 11 LSES and IEP Status: In Cohort 11, 63% of the total students served were of low socioeconomic status.
18% of students had IEPs in place and 7% had special needs.
Cohort 13 LSES and IEP Status: In Cohort 13, 82% of the total students were eligible for free and reduced lunch.
11% of students had IEPs in place and 7% had special needs.
Student Characteristics: In these programs, 68% of regular attendees in the Student Adventures before and/or
after-school programs were Caucasian and 32% of minority status. The table below highlights the demographic
breakdown in each cohort.

2020-2021 Ethnic Demographics: Cohorts 11 and 13 – Before and/or After school
Student Adventures Programs

Caucasian
African Amer.
Hispanic/Latino
Asian
Native American
Other Race

Cohort 11
All Attendees
Regular Attendees
n = 57
n = 46
40 (70%)
31 (67%)
11 (19%)
10 (22%)
6 (11%)
5 (11%)
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cohort 13
All Attendees
Regular Attendees
n = 88
n = 80
61 (69%)
55 (69%)
15 (17%)
14 (18%)
9 (10%)
9 (11%)
2 (2%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
1 (1%)
0
0

The percentage of minority students (32%) indicates that the schools are able to engage minority students and
their families in the program. The combined minority population in these Student Adventures programs is
reflective of the minority populations of each school, where the total student population excluding white, not of
Hispanic origin students, is 29%.
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The District has successfully targeted minority and low socioeconomic students for inclusion in the Student
Adventures programs while remaining open to any student wishing to participate regardless of ethnicity or
socioeconomic level.
Cohorts 11 and 13:
2020 Summer Program Participants
Cohort 11
Cohort 13
13
24
12
22

All Attendees
Regular Attendees
Percent Regular
Attendance

92%

Total
37
34

92%

92%

Student attendance in the summer programs decreased significantly this year due to COVID restrictions. Regular
attendance, however, is noted to be higher in the summer programs this year compared to the regularly run 6week program in prior summers; indicating that students were engaged in these summer activities.
In terms of gender, both cohorts had more female than male participants.
Cohorts 11 and 13: 2020 Summer Program Participants Delineated by Gender
Cohort 11 - Male
Cohort 13 - Male
Cohort 11 - Female Cohort 13 - Female
5
Gender Split

8
13

8

16
24

Among regular summer program attendees in Cohort 11, 50% were minority students (double the prior summer);
reflecting an adequate capture of students within the general population of these schools who are more likely to
be at risk of academic failure and/or delinquency. In Cohort 13, 45% of students attending the summer programs
were of minority status, an increase of 7% from the prior summer.

Caucasian
African Amer.
Hispanic/Latino
Asian
Native American
Other Race

Cohorts 11 and 13: 2020 Summer Program Ethnic Demographics
Cohort 11
Cohort 13
All Attendees
Regular Attendees
All Attendees
Regular Attendees
n = 13
n = 12
n = 24
n = 22
7 (54%)
6 (50%)
13 (54%)
12 (54%)
5 (38%)
5 (42%)
6 (25%)
5 (23%)
1 (8%)
1 (8%)
2 (8%)
2 (9%)
0
0
3 (13%)
3 (14%)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Cohort 11 LSES and IEP Status (Summer program): In Cohort 11, 69% of students with regular attendance were of
low socioeconomic status. 15% of students had an LEP in place. Two students had special needs.
Cohort 13 LSES and IEP Status (Summer program): In Cohort 13, 88% of students with regular attendance were
eligible for free or reduced lunch. 17% percent of students had an LEP in place and 21% had special needs.

Efforts to Increase and Keep Attendance High // Recruitment Efforts// Why Attendance Goals Were Not Met:
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The Clinton School District did not meet its participation target goals due to COVID 19 pandemic restrictions.
Beginning Spring of 2020, schools closed. In Summer of 2020, schools were still closed, though the Student
Adventures personnel did put together a shortened program within safety guidelines established by the CDC. Upon
return to school in Fall 2020, the school operated an A/B hybrid schedule where students attended only 2-3 days
per week with the remaining days online. In late Fall, the school again closed due to rising COVID cases. Not until
mid-Spring 2021, were all students back in a full face-to-face environment. Target population goals (minority
students and students with LSES) were met, with rates of LSES and/or minority status, matching or exceeding the
minority enrollment and FRL percentages in the District.
The rich variety of activities the Student Adventures programs offer is the incentive for students to join the
program. The Program Director and Site Facilitators publish unique stories about activities and successes in their
respective schools, which draws the attention of faculty, staff, and students. Students Adventures has a dedicated
Facebook page accessible to all students, parents, and staff highlighting events, activities, and successes. Students,
as well, are an important recruitment tool. As one teacher stated, “The kids love the field trips and are always
anxious to tell me and other students about them.”
How Contact Hours are Being Met:
Before and After-School Programs (Hours of Operation and Staffing Patterns): The Student Adventures before
and after-school program operated at Bluff, Jefferson, Eagle Heights, and Whittier Elementary schools, as well as
Clinton Middle School (CMS). Each school had its own dedicated site with hours and times of operation as noted in
the table below. In the 2020-2021 academic year, all four elementary schools offered 18.15 hours of before and
after-school programming each week, which equates to 72.6 hours of programming each month. Clinton Middle
School offered 15.45 hours of before and after-school programming each week which equates to 62 hours of
programming each month. During school closures, attempts were made to engage students virtually. During
hybrid learning times in Fall 2020, the number of hours offered did not change, however, students were on an A-B
schedule and did not have the opportunity to attend in person five days per week.
Before and After School Hours of Operation per School Site
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Bluff
(C13)

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
12:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

Jefferson
(C13)

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
12:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
12:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

Eagle Heights
(C13)

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
12:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

Whittier
(C11)

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
12:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.

6:30-7:30 a.m.
and
2:45-5:00 p.m.
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CMS
(C11)

6:30-8:00 a.m.
and
3:30-5:00 p.m.

6:30-8:00 a.m.
and
3:30-5:00 p.m.

6:30-8:00 a.m.
and
1:30-5:00 p.m.
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6:30-8:00 a.m.
and
3:30-5:00 p.m.

6:30-8:00 a.m.
and
3:30-5:00 p.m.

Summer Program: 2020 Student Adventures summer programs at Bluff, Jefferson, Eagle Heights, Whittier, and
Clinton Middle School ran from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. on
Fridays for two weeks in June. The significantly shortened summer program (normally six weeks) was due to COVID
restrictions among staff, service providers, parents not working due to employer COVID restrictions, and hesitation
on the part of parents to send their children due to potential COVID exposure. Site schedules and staffing patterns
were provided to evaluators. The short program offered academic remediation, academic enrichment, limited
recreation, and limited prevention activities for enrollees.

Partnerships Table. Enter data in the appropriate fields in the table below. Contribution type must be
one of the following eight items.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name of Partner
(Enter name of
Partner)

United Way
Illowa Resource
Development
Temp Associates
CCSD Teachers
ASAC (New
Directions)

Provide Evaluation Services
Raise Funds
Provide Programming / Activity-Related Services
Provide Food
Provide Goods
Provide Volunteer Staffing
Provide Paid Staffing
Other
21st CCLC Program 2020-2021 Partnerships Table
Type*: Full/ Contribution Staff Provided
Partial/
Type
(Describe if applicable)
Vendor
(From list
(descriptions above)
below)

Full
Partial (cut
hourly rate)
Vendor
Vendor
Partial (cut
hourly rate)

2
1

Summer Program Support
2 evaluators

3, 7
3
3

Hiring of Program Aides
16 teachers
1 facilitator

In-kind
Value
(Monetary
Value if
unpaid
partner)

Number
of Centers
Served
(Input the
number
of centers
this
partner
served)

$7000 grant
$5200

5
5

$1139

5
5
5
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Bridgeview
Community
Mental Health
NASA Project

Partial (cut
hourly rate)

3

1 facilitator

$2130

5

Full

2, 3

2 Staff

YWCA

Partial (cut
hourly rate)
Full

3

5 Staff

$50,000
grant
$3920

5

3

3 Educators

$1500

5

Full

3

2 Facilitators

$475

5

Partial (cut
hourly rate)
Full

3

1 Facilitator

$1500

5

3

$2000

5

Full

3

Use of equipment and
facilities
1 Facilitator

$1250

5

Partial
(discounted
fees)
Full

3

1 Staff

$500

4

3

1 Educator

$300

3

Partial
(discounted
fees)
Full

3

1 Staff

$200

4

3

1 Facilitator

$100

1

Full

3

N/A

$500

4

Partial
(discounted
fees)
Partial
(discounted
fees)
Full
Full

3

2 Staff

$400

3

3

2 Staff

$300

4

3
3

1 Driver
2 Staff

$75
$400

1
5

Full
Partial
(discounted
fees)
Full

3
3

2 Staff
1 Staff

$150
$150

5
5

3

2 Staff

$150

5

Partial
(discounted
fees)
Vendor

3

1 Staff

$300

3

3

2 Staff

Clinton County
Conservation
Clinton
Community
College
Women’s Health
Services
Clinton Recreation
Department
Clinton County
Sheriff
Discovery Center

Bickelhaupt
Arboretum
Up & Trending

Confucius
International
Cinnamon Ridge
Dairy Farm
Jungle Bungle

River City
Tennis/Pickleball
Clinton MTA
DeWitt Aquatic
Center
City of Eldridge
Iowa Outlaw
Art/Music
Fulton Windmill
Historical Museum
Figge Art Museum

Helium
Trampoline
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Hurtsville
Interpretive
Center
Putnam Museum

Triple Play Bowling
Sawmill Museum
Scott County
Park/Pool
Mississippi River
Museum
Naibi Zoo

Clinton Public
Library
Clinton Fire
Department
Clinton
Lumberkings
Laser Tag
Clinton Humane
Society
Erickson Center

Showboat Theater

Mercy Hospital
Pap’s Pumpkin
Patch
Maquoketa Caves
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Full

3

1 Educator

$75

3

Partial
(discounted
fees)
Vendor
Full
Partial
(discounted
fees)
Partial
(discounted
fees)
Partial
(discounted
fees)
Full

3

2 Staff

$1000

5

3
3
3

1 Staff
2 Staff
2 Staff

$200
$300

5
3
5

3

1 Staff

$350

5

3

2 Staff

$1000

3

3

1 Facilitator/Assistant

5

Full

3

2 Educators

4

Partial
(discounted
fees)
Vendor
Full

3

2 Staff

3
3

2 Staff
2 Educators

Partial
(discounted
fees)
Partial
(discounted
fees)
Full
Full

3

2 Staff

3
3

Full

3

$100

5

4
4
$200

5

$200

5

1 Educator
2 Staff

$500
$250

4
4

1 Educator

$350

5

3

Partnerships Discussion.
Partnerships Discussion Required Elements
Complete?
General discussion on Partnerships including
X
X
 Summary of partnerships table.
X
 All partner types
X
 Efforts to recruit partners.
X
 Highlights of partnerships.
X
 How partnerships help program serve students.
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Summary of Partnerships Table // Total of All Partnerships:
The Student Adventures Program at Clinton Community Schools has 45 community partners: 20 full partners, 2
grant-funding partners, 5 partners taking cut-hourly rates for their staff/facilitators, 13 partners offering
discounted fees for activities; and 5 fully paid vendors. In 2020-2021, five partial partners moved to full partners.
All told, these partners provided $84,964 in financial support to the Student Adventures programs.
Regular community partners serving the programs since their inception include Area Substance Abuse Council
(New Directions) for ATOD prevention, Bridgeview Community Mental Health for social/emotional health, the
YWCA for recreation, Clinton Community College for family literacy and student volunteers, Women’s Health
Services for wellness, ISU Extension for STEM, and the Clinton Sheriff’s Department for safety. The vast majority of
these partners have agreed to a common hourly rate of $22.50 for their services, which has resulted in an in-kind
donation of 12% - 50% depending on the agency’s hourly rate for staff participating in the program. In addition,
Clinton County Conservation offers STEM activities at 100% in-kind. Student Adventures also contracts with Temp
Associates in Clinton for provision of site aids.
Additional partial partners offer either discounted rates or in-kind funding for students to participate in their
programs/activities. Each week in all schools, Wednesdays are early out days. This allows Student Adventures to
provide an enrichment field trip or off-campus activity for every student in every school each week. Examples of
‘early out’ partners include the Historical Museum, the Children’s Discovery Museum, the Arboretum, Figge Art
Museum, Naibi Zoo, the Putnam Museum, the Fulton Historical Museum, Mellenia Tae Kwon Do, John Deere, the
Clinton Fire Department, DeWitt Opera House, Triple Play Bowling, Eldridge Community Center, Blanchard Dairy
Farm, River City Tennis, Confucius International , Clinton Wastewater Treatment Plant, the Mississippi River
Museum, Hurtsville Interpretive Center, Sawmill Museum, and the DeWitt Aquatic Center. The Student Adventures
program philosophy is that students who know their community and the rich variety of activities available to them
are less likely to participate in non-productive behaviors that put them at risk for ATOD or delinquency.
Major grant funding partners for 2020-2021 included the United Way and the NASA Project.
Efforts to Recruit Partners:
Partner recruitment is an ongoing process whereby the Director of Afterschool Programs, Site Staff, Community
Governance Board Members, and Community Partners personally approach community organizations and
businesses to converse about the benefits of the Student Adventures programs and the need for community buyin. In addition, regular articles are published by the Clinton Herald highlighting various aspects/activities of the
programs and their benefits to students. Parents and students also bring forward ideas to the Program Director
and Site Facilitators in terms of potential community partners.
Highlights of Partnerships:
Early out Wednesdays have provided the programs with the ideal opportunities to introduce students to a wide
variety of community services and recreation opportunities that they might not have otherwise been able to
partake in. When students feel attached or connected to their own community, that connection extends to the
school itself which tends to result in higher academic achievement.
In the 2020-2021 year, regular contracted community partners provided the following remediation and
enrichment activities:
Reading and Math Recovery: Provided by certified teachers and para-educators from the Clinton Community
Schools and/or Clinton Community District.
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Homework Assistance: Provided by certified teachers and para-educators from the Clinton Community Schools,
adult mentors, and college student volunteers.
Academic Enrichment Activities: Provided by certified teachers and para-educators from the Clinton Community
Schools, Clinton County Conservation, Iowa State University Extension (ISU) and certified teachers and paraeducators.
Substance Abuse and Violence Prevention Activities: Provided by prevention specialists from New Directions and
the Clinton County Sheriff’s Department.
Wellness, Youth Development, and Recreation Activities: Provided by the Clinton YWCA, Bridgeview Center for
Mental Health, and Women’s Health Services.
Community-based Academic Enrichment: Provided by numerous partners ranging from museums to martial arts,
gymnastics to cooking, and fire safety to railroad safety.
Family Literacy Activities: Provided by Student Adventures staff and Clinton Community College.

How Partnerships Help to Serve Students:
The recognition that there are caring adults within the community, who are truly stakeholder’s in the development
of the community’s children, is one of the best lessons any child can learn.

Parent Involvement Information and Discussion.
Parent Involvement Information and Discussion Required Elements
Number and description of parent meetings and/or events.
Number of parents at each meeting and/or event.
Description of communication with parents (flyers, letters, phone
calls, personal contact, etc.)
Efforts to increase parental involvement.

Complete?
X
X
X
X

Parent Meetings: No family activities/parent events were held during the 2020-2021 academic year as the District
was following CDC guidelines limiting all events to no more than ten individuals and designating all events as
needing to be outside for social distancing.
Communication with Parents: A great deal of evidence was provided regarding communication structures. Each
school provided printed monthly calendars (which parents receive) as well as monthly newsletters to parents
informing them of upcoming events, contract numbers for site personnel, and stories of program activities and
successes.
Center staff communicated with parents regularly via phone calls, progress reports, and/ or virtual meetings to
discuss their child’s progress or inform of issues needing to be addresses.
The Student Adventures programs has a dedicated Facebook page, which highlights activities, events, photos of
students working in the program and successes that students and parents may access.
Increasing Parent Involvement: As of Fall 2021, Students Adventures is operating again without restrictions. Staff
actively promote family literacy events with their Student Adventures community partner, Clinton Community
College. Together, their efforts had increased parental involvement (pre-COVID) by 30%.
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4. GPRA Measures
For 2020-2021, the US DOE has indicated that 21st CCLC Programs should measure 14 performance
indicators that follow the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). Please note the GPRA data
intends to measure student improvement based on how many regular attendees needed improvement.
If you do not have this number, then enter the total number of Regular Attendees for each grade level
instead. Also note that reading scores can be used for GPRA Measures 4-6 – Improvement in English.
This is the same data reported online to the APR Data System.

GPRA Measures Required Elements
Complete?
GPRA Measures Data Table
X
X
 Name of Assessment Tools Used for Each Measure.
X
 Data Entered for all Applicable Measures.
GPRA Measures Discussion
X
GPRA Measures Data Table.
GPRA Measures

Number of
Regular
Student
Attendees
Needing
Improvement

Number of
Students
Who
Improved

Percentage
of Students
Who
Improved

89

65

73%

13

9

69%

102

74

73%

GPRA Measures 1-3 – Improvement in Mathematics
Assessment Tool Used: FAST Scores Fall 2020 and
Spring 2021 (K-1); I-ready Scores Fall 2020 and Spring
2021 (Grades 2-5)
1. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants who improved in mathematics
from fall to spring.
2. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants who improved in
mathematics from fall to spring.
3. The number of all 21st Century regular program
participants who improved in mathematics from fall to
spring.
GPRA Measures 4-6 – Improvement in English
Assessment Tool Used: FAST Scores Fall 2020 and
Spring 2021 (Grades K-5); Edmentum Scores Fall 2020
and Spring 2021 (Grades 6-8)
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GPRA Measures

4. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants who improved in English from
fall to spring.
5. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants who improved in English
from fall to spring.
6. The number of all 21st Century regular program
participants who improved in English from fall to
spring.
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Number of
Regular
Student
Attendees
Needing
Improvement
62

Number of
Students
Who
Improved

Percentage
of Students
Who
Improved

50

81%

11

8

73%

73

58

79%

62

27

44%

13

5

38%

29

21

72%

N/A Invalid
Sample

N/A Invalid
Sample

N/A Invalid
Sample

29

21

72%

GPRA Measures 7-8 – Improvement in Proficiency
Assessment Tool Used: FAST Scores Fall 2020 and
Spring 2021 (Grades K-5); Edmentum Scores Fall 2020
and Spring 2021 (Grades 6-8)
7. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants who improve from not proficient
to proficient or above in reading.
8. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants who improve from not
proficient to proficient or above in mathematics.
GPRA Measures 9-11 – Homework and Class
Participation
Assessment Tool Used: Teacher Surveys Spring 2021 –
Note: Only 33 Elementary School Surveys completed
and only 6 Middle School Surveys completed (invalid
sample)
9. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants with teacher-reported
improvement in homework completion and class
participation.
10. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants with teacher-reported
improvement in homework completion and class
participation.
11. The number of all 21st Century regular program
participants with teacher-reported improvement in
homework completion and class participation.
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Number of
Regular
Student
Attendees
Needing
Improvement

Number of
Students
Who
Improved

Percentage
of Students
Who
Improved

15

9

60%

N/A (invalid
sample)

N/A
(invalid
sample)
9

60%

GPRA Measures 12-14 – Student Behavior
Assessment Tool Used:
12. The number of elementary 21st Century regular
program participants with teacher-reported
improvements in student behavior.
13. The number of middle/high school 21st Century
regular program participants with teacher-reported
improvements in student behavior.
14. The number of all 21st Century regular program
participants with teacher-reported improvements in
student behavior.

15

GPRA Measures Discussion.
GPRA Measures Discussion Required Elements
Complete?
Total or Regular Attendance Used?
X
Discussion of high performing and low performing areas.
X
Description of data collecting instrument.
X
Discussion of difficulties on any GPRA Measure.
X
st
Assessment of 21 CCLC Program based solely on GPRA Measures.
X

Total or Regular Attendance Used
For GRPA measures, data for total attendees was completed, but for reporting purposes, only data regarding
regular attendees was utilized.
High Performing and Low Performing Areas
This was a particularly successful year for the Student Adventures programs in the Clinton School District. All
targets were met in terms of both academic as well as behavioral measures. In general, on average, the program
saw less significant gains over the 2019-2020 school year, but less gain is likely attributable to numerous
disruptions in the learning environment due to the COVID pandemic. In Fall 2020, students had to return again, to
100% online learning, including in the afterschool program. Late in the Fall and early Spring, students were on an
A/B hybrid face-to-face schedule where they were attending class and the afterschool program only 203 days per
week. That said, every school met its target goals in both reading and math; an exceptional result considering the
constantly fluctuating learning environment, including quarantining of students, faculty and staff.
Data Collecting Instruments // Difficulties on any GRPA Measure
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It should be noted that due to COVID disruptions, data does not represent an entire year’s participation in a full
Student Adventure program. As such, any representation that an outcome was not met, should be interpreted
within this context.
For grades K-1, FAST tests were used to determine whether or child was proficient in the subject at their particular
grade level. Proficiency in reading for grades K-5 was determined using FAST CBMr benchmarks for each grade
level.
Proficiency in math was determined using FAST aMath scores for grades K-1 and iReady benchmarks for grades 25. Students meeting benchmarks were designated as proficient. Progress was determined using assessment scores
from Fall 2020 and late Spring 2021.
All assessments used state-determined benchmarks indicating whether or not students are “On-level” at each
school and within each grade. Students scoring “On-level” were designated as proficient. Progress was determined
using assessment scores from Fall 2020 and late Spring 2021.
For grades 6-8, the District used Edmentum to assess reading and math. Scores are designated as “Below grade”,
“On grade” or “Above grade.” Students scoring as “On-grade” or “Above grade” were designated as proficient.
Progress was determined using assessment scores from Fall 2020 and late Spring 2021.
Note: In this exceptional year, the District provided data for every participant in the Student Adventures program.
That said; interpretation of the data must be made in light of ongoing program disruptions and a Fall online and
then hybrid schedule which prevented students from participating for a full five days per week until Spring of 2021.
Assessment Based Solely on GRPA Measures:
Each of these schools’ present unique challenges in that each serves a different population base within the
community of Clinton. Given the individuality of the elementary and the middle school, and the fact that these
schools are linked under one Student Adventures program, program personnel have designed effective curriculum,
effective activities and effective staffing patterns that align with the unique needs of their individual schools while
still retaining the overarching goals of the program. Gains were seen in all academic areas for all schools in both
reading and math. Behavioral improvements were noted by both teachers and by parents. All targets were met.
For each of the required GRPA measures, full statistical analyses are included in the objectives discussion to follow.
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5. Local Objectives

Local Objectives Required Elements
Complete?
Local Objectives Data Tables
X
 Rating of each Objective as listed below.
X
 Full Methodology used for measurement.
X
 Justification for Rating
Local Objectives Discussion
X
Local Objectives Data Tables.
Cohort 11 Table
Cohort 11 Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating
Goal 1: Provide at-risk grade K - 5 students at Whittier Elementary and grade 6-8 students at
Clinton Middle School with early and ongoing academic assistance to meet and/or maintain
reading and math proficiency.
Objective G1-1: When matched Met the stated objective
by similar demographics to nonparticipants in their school, a
higher percentage of K-8 grade
Student Adventures
participants will be proficient in
reading and math as measured
by Iowa Assessments and/or
FAST assessments.

By Spring 2021, 58% of Whittier
Student Adventures attendees
were proficient in math versus 54%
of matched non-participants (FAST
and i-Ready Reports).
By Spring 2021, 59% of Whittier
Student Adventures program
participants were proficient in
reading versus 51% of matched
non-participants (FAST and i-Ready
Reports).
By Spring 2021, 54% of CMS
Student Adventures participants
were proficient in math versus 52%
of matched non-participants
(Edmentum scores).
By Spring 2021, 62% of CMS
Student Adventures participants
were proficient in reading versus
58% of matched non-participants
(Edmentum Scores).

Objective G1-2: 75% of parents
will agree that their child’s
academics have improved and
that the Student Adventures

Met the stated objective

100% of parents returning surveys
endorsed questions on the parent
surveys for “extra academic
support” and 100% endorsed the
statement that their child had
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program provides extra
academic support as measured
by parent surveys.
Objective G1-3: 75% of regular
attendees in the Student
Adventures program will agree
that they are doing better in
school as measured by student
surveys.

Objective Rating
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Methodology/Justification for
Rating
“improved academics.” (Parent
surveys)

Met the stated objective

On the assessment question, “I
think I am doing better in school
since I started coming here”
participants met the criterion of
75% with 89% percent of students
agreeing to that statement.
(Student Surveys)

Sample size of only 9 completed
Objective G1-4: Teachers with
Unable to measure stated
surveys 3 at Whittier and 6 at
students enrolled in the
objective
CMS). Sample is invalid. (Teacher
Student Adventures programs
surveys)
will agree that 60% of their
students have improved
academic performance as
measured by teacher surveys.
Goal 2: Increase positive youth development and decrease school truancy at Whittier Elementary
and Clinton Middle School Eagle Heights by offering recreation, prevention, and wellness activities
for K-8 grade students.

Objective G2-1: 65% of Student
Adventures participants will
decrease their school absences
to less than 5 days absent.

Met the stated objective (with
qualifications)

Attendance is measured by regular
attendance in the program as
COVID accommodations
significantly impacted overall
attendance during the day. 81% of
Cohort 11 students were regular
attendees in the program and the
average daily attendance rate was
74%. (Student Adventures daily
attendance records)

Objective G2-2: 75% of
students in the Student
Adventures program will agree
that they like the program and
look forward to the program
and 75% of parents agree that
your child has better social skills
as measured by students and
parent surveys.

Met the stated objective with
qualifications (small parent
survey sample size)

95% of Cohort 11 students
surveyed said that they “Liked” the
programs in 202-2021. 93% of
Cohort 11 said they “Looked
forward to” the program. Both of
these percentages meet the
criterion of 75%. (Student surveys)
For parent surveys, the sample size
for 2020-2021 was small, 88% of
Cohort 11 parents who felt their
child needed improvement
endorsed the statement, “Has
better social skills.” (Parent
surveys)
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Methodology/Justification for
Rating

Sample size of only 9 completed
Objective G2-3: Teachers agree Unable to measure stated
surveys (3 at Whittier and 6 at
that 60% of their students are
objective
CMS). Sample is invalid.
more engaged in the learning
process, are behaving well in
class, and are getting along well
with others as measured by
teacher surveys and school
behavior reports.
Goal 3: Support family literacy by providing access for parents of at-risk students at Whittier
Elementary and Clinton Middle School to literacy programs, opportunities, and services.

Objective G3-1: 50% of parents
with students in the Student
Adventures program will
participate in a minimum of 2
family literacy and/or ESL
activities/year as evidenced by
activity/participation records.
Objective G3-2: 50% of parents
with students in the Student
Adventures program will agree
that the event(s) helped them
assist their child to succeed as
measured by event-specific
post-activity evaluations.

No progress toward stated
objective (due to COVID
restrictions)

No family events were held in
2020-2021 due to CCSD COVID
restrictions. CCSD followed the CDC
social distancing guidelines of no
more than ten individuals
gathering and no indoor
gatherings.

No progress toward stated
objective (due to COVID
restrictions)

No family events were held in
2020-2021 due to CCSD COVID
restrictions. CCSD followed the CDC
social distancing guidelines of no
more than ten individuals
gathering and no indoor
gatherings.

Cohort 12 Table
Cohort 12 Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating

Cohort 13 Table
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Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating
Goal 1: Provide at-risk grade K- 5 students at Bluff, Jefferson, and Eagle Heights with early and
ongoing academic assistance to meet and/or maintain reading and math proficiency.
Objective G1-1: When matched Met the stated objective
by similar demographics to nonparticipants in their school, a
higher percentage of K- 5 grade
Student Adventures
participants will be proficient in
reading and math as measured
by Iowa Assessments and/or
FAST assessments.

By Spring 2021, 60% of Student
Adventures program participants
were proficient in math versus 50%
of matched non-participants (FAST
and i-Ready Reports).

Objective G1-2: 75% of parents
will agree that their child’s
academics have improved and
that the Student Adventures
program provides extra
academic support as measured
by parent surveys.

Met the stated objective

96% of parents returning surveys
endorsed questions on the parent
surveys for “extra academic
support” and 90% endorsed the
statement that their child had
“improved academics.” (Parent
surveys)

Objective G1-3: 75% of regular
attendees in the Student
Adventures program will agree
that they are doing better in
school as measured by student
surveys.

Met the stated objective

On the assessment question, “I
think I am doing better in school
since I started coming here”
participants met the criterion of
75%. 88% percent of participants
endorsed that statement. (Student
surveys)

Objective G1-4: Teachers with
students enrolled in the
Student Adventures programs
will agree that 60% of their
students have improved
academic performance as
measured by teacher surveys.

Met the stated objective

On questions involving
improvement in academics,
participants met the criterion of
60%. Teachers endorsed academic
improvements for 72% of program
participants. (Teacher surveys)

By Spring 2021, 68% of Student
Adventures program participants
were proficient in math versus 50%
of matched non-participants (FAST
Reports).

Goal 2: Increase positive youth development and decrease school truancy at Bluff, Jefferson, and
Eagle Heights by offering recreation, prevention, and wellness activities for K-5 grade students.
Objective G2-1: 65% of Student
Adventures participants will
decrease their school absences
to less than 5 days absent.

Met the stated objective (with
qualifications)

Attendance is measured by regular
attendance in the program as
COVID accommodations
significantly impacted overall
attendance during the day. 91% of
Cohort 11 students were regular
attendees in the program and the
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Methodology/Justification for
Rating
average daily attendance rate was
82%. (Student Adventures daily
attendance reports)

Objective G2-2: 75% of
students in the Student
Adventures program will agree
that they like the program and
look forward to the program
and 75% of parents agree that
your child has better social skills

Met the stated objective

93% of Cohort 13 students
surveyed said that they “Liked” the
programs in 2020-2021. 93% of
Cohort 13 said they “Looked
forward to” the program. Both of
these percentages meet the
criterion of 75%. (Student surveys)
88% of Cohort 13 parents who felt
their child needed improvement
endorsed the statement, “Has
better social skills.” (Parent
surveys)

In Cohort 13, 65% of teachers
Objective G2-3: Teachers agree Met the stated objective
endorsed “behaving well in class”;
that 60% of their students are
72% of teachers endorsed “Getting
more engaged in the learning
along well with others; 69% of
process, are behaving well in
teachers endorsed “Participating
class, and are getting along well
well in class”. (Teacher surveys)
with others as measured by
teacher surveys and school
behavior reports.
Goal 3: Support family literacy by providing access for parents of at-risk at Bluff, Jefferson, and
Eagle Heights to literacy programs, opportunities, and services.

Objective G3-1: 50% of parents
with students in the Student
Adventures program will
participate in a minimum of 2
family literacy and/or ESL
activities/year as evidenced by
activity/participation records.
Objective G3-2: 50% of parents
with students in the Student
Adventures program will agree
that the event(s) helped them
assist their child to succeed as
measured by event-specific
post-activity evaluations.

No progress toward stated
objective (due to COVID
restrictions)

No family events were held in
2020-2021 due to CCSD COVID
restrictions. CCSD followed the CDC
social distancing guidelines of no
more than ten individuals
gathering and no indoor
gatherings.

No progress toward stated
objective (due to COVID
restrictions)

No family events were held in
2020-2021 due to CCSD COVID
restrictions. CCSD followed the CDC
social distancing guidelines of no
more than ten individuals
gathering and no indoor
gatherings.

Cohort 14 Table
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Methodology/Justification for
Rating

Cohort 15 Table
Cohort 15 Objectives

Objective Rating

Methodology/Justification for
Rating

Local Objectives Discussion.
Local Objectives Discussion Required Elements
Complete?
X
 Statistical Analysis as Applicable.
X
 Improvement over more than one year as observed.
X
 Applicable graphs, tables, and/or charts.
X
 Details on methodology and ratings as needed.
X
 Clarification for objectives not met.
X
 Clarification for objectives not measured.
COVID-19 Statement: Evaluators note that 2020-2021 was, again, an exceptional year for data collection as
school was initially online in Fall 2020, then moved to a hybrid schedule (partially online and partially in person),
and then finally to full face-to-face classes Spring 2021. As such, students lost ground in terms of academic
instruction and ongoing learning disruptions most likely have had an impact on achievement outcomes.
Interpretation of the data must be made in light of ongoing program disruptions and a Fall online and then hybrid
schedule which prevented students from participating for a full five days per week until Spring of 2021.
Explanation of Scoring Measures
It should be noted that due to COVID disruptions, data does not represent an entire year’s participation in a full
Student Adventure program. As such, any representation that an outcome was not met, should be interpreted
within this context.
For grades K-1, FAST tests were used to determine whether or child was proficient in the subject at their particular
grade level. Proficiency in reading for grades K-5 was determined using FAST CBMr benchmarks for each grade
level.
Proficiency in math was determined using FAST aMath scores for grades K-1 and iReady benchmarks for grades 25. Students meeting benchmarks were designated as proficient. Progress was determined using assessment scores
from Fall 2020 and late Spring 2021.
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All assessments used state-determined benchmarks indicating whether or not students are “On-level” at each
school and within each grade. Students scoring “On-level” were designated as proficient. Progress was determined
using assessment scores from Fall 2020 and late Spring 2021.
For grades 6-8, the District used Edmentum to assess reading and math. Scores are designated as “Below grade”,
“On grade” or “Above grade.” Students scoring as “On-grade” or “Above grade” were designated as proficient.
Progress was determined using assessment scores from Fall 2020 and late Spring 2021.
Cohort 13 Student Adventures Math Outcomes: The CCSD presented evaluators with data for all participants with
any level of involvement in Student Adventures school year programs. In the table that follows, all Student
Adventures regular participants in Cohort 13 are assessed using the FAST (K-1) or iReady (2-5) scores from Fall 2020
and Spring 2021.

Bluff
Jefferson
Eagle Heights
Total Cohort

Bluff
Jefferson
Eagle Heights
Total Cohort

Cohort 13 Math Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Math Improvement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST and iReady
FAST and iReady
Assessments
Assessments
Needing Improvement
Improved
22
16
24
20
19
12
65
48

Cohort 13 Math Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Below Proficiency to Proficiency Achievement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST and iReady
FAST and iReady
Assessments
Assessments
Below Proficiency
At or Above Proficiency
22
6
24
13
19
10
65
29

Percent
Improved

73%
83%
63%
74%

Percent
Moving from Below
Proficiency to Proficiency
27%
54%
53%
45%

Cohort 13 Comparative Math Outcomes: These comparative results must be approached with caution. In the table
that follows, all Student Adventures participants in Cohort 13 are assessed using the District’s proficiency FAST
scores (K-1) and iReady scores (2-5) for Spring of 2021.

Cohort 13 Math Outcomes Comparative Data
All Student Adventures Cohort 13 Attendees vs Students not in the Program
Spring 2021
Spring 2021
% Proficient – FAST and iReady Reports % Proficient - FAST and iReady Reports
All Clinton FRL Elementary Students
All Student Adventures Students
Grades K-5
Grades K-5
On-Level (Proficient)
On-Level (Proficient)
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Bluff
Eagle Heights
Jefferson
Average – All Schools

51%
47%
53%
50%
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47%
69%
63%
60%

When using these measures, Student Adventures students in two of the three target schools evidenced a higher
percentage of proficiency when matched with matched FRL status students in each of their respective schools.
74% of students improved in math across the academic year and 45% were able to move from non-proficient to
proficient in that time.
Cohort 13 Reading Outcomes: The CCSD presented evaluators with data for all participants with any level of
involvement in the Student Adventures school year program. 79% of Cohort 13 students improved their scores in
reading as measured by FAST Assessments. Jefferson had the highest level of improvement in reading and Bluff
had the lowest level of improvement.

Bluff
Jefferson
Eagle Heights
Total Cohort

Cohort 13 Reading Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Reading Improvement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST Assessments
FAST Assessments
Needing Improvement
Improved
18
13
13
11
17
14
48
38

Bluff
Jefferson
Eagle Heights
Total Cohort

Cohort 13 Reading Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Below Proficiency to Proficiency Achievement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST Assessments
FAST Assessments
Below Proficiency
At or Above Proficiency
18
5
13
7
17
8
48
20

Percent
Improved
72%
85%
82%
79%

Percent
Moving from Below
Proficiency to Proficiency
28%
54%
47%
42%

Cohort 13 Comparative Reading Outcomes: In the table that follows, all Student Adventures participants in Cohort
13 are assessed using the District’s proficiency FAST scores for Spring of 2021.

No Data

Bluff

Cohort 13 Reading Outcomes Comparative Data
All Student Adventures Cohort 13 Attendees vs Students not in the Program
Spring 2021
Spring 2021
% Proficient – FAST Reports
% Proficient - FAST Reports
All Clinton FRL Elementary Students
All Students Adventures Students
Grades K-5
Grades K-5
On-Level (Proficient)
On-Level (Proficient)
43%
57%
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Eagle Heights
Jefferson
Average – All Schools

58%
48%
50%
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68%
80%
68%

Highlights from the Student Adventures Cohort 13 math and reading outcomes include the following:




By Spring 2021, on average, Student Adventures students scored above the district average proficiency for
math in a matched population of students.
When matched with similar status students in their respective schools, Student Adventures students had
reading proficiency levels significantly above proficiency reading levels of non-participants.
79% of students improved their reading scores and 74% improved their math scores.

Cohort 11 Math Outcomes: The CCSD presented evaluators with data for all participants with any level of
involvement in Student Adventures school year programs. In the table that follows, all Student Adventures regular
participants in Cohort 11 are assessed using FAST scores (K-1), iReady scores (grades 2-5) and Edmentum scores
(grades 6-8) from Fall 2020 and Spring 2021.

Whittier
CMS
Total Cohort

Cohort 11 Math Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Math Improvement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST, iReady and
FAST, iReady and
Edmentum Assessments
Edmentum Assessments
Needing Improvement
Improved
24
17
13
9
37
26

Whittier
CMS
Total Cohort

Cohort 11 Math Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Below Proficiency to Proficiency Achievement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST, iReady and
FAST, iReady and
Edmentum Assessments
Edmentum Assessments
Below Proficiency
At or Above Proficiency
24
13
13
5
37
18

Percent
Improved

71%
69%
70%

Percent
Moving from Below
Proficiency to Proficiency
54%
38%
49%

Cohort 11 Comparative Math Outcomes: In the table that follows, all Student Adventures participants in Cohort 11
are assessed using the District’s proficiency FAST scores (K-1), iReady scores (2-5), and Edmentum scores (6-8) for
Spring of 2021.

Cohort 11 Math Outcomes Comparative Data
All Student Adventures Cohort 11 Attendees vs Students not in the Program
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Whittier
CMS
Average – All Schools

Spring 2021
% Proficient – FAST, iReady and
Edmentum Reports
All Clinton FRL Elementary Students
Grades K-8
On-Level (Proficient)
54%
52%
53%
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Spring 2021
% Proficient – FAST, iReady and
Edmentum Reports
All Student Adventures Students
Grades K-8
On-Level (Proficient)
58%
54%
56%

When using these measures, Student Adventures students in both target schools evidenced a higher percentage of
proficiency when matched with elementary and middle school students at each of their respective sites.
Cohort 11 Reading Outcomes: The CCSD presented evaluators with data for all participants with any level of
involvement in the Student Adventures school year program. 80% of Cohort 11 students improved their scores in
reading as measured by FAST Assessments. Jefferson had the highest level of improvement in reading and Bluff
had the lowest level of improvement.

Whittier
CMS
Total Cohort

Cohort 11 Reading Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Reading Improvement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST and Edmentum
FAST and Edmentum
Assessments
Assessments
Needing Improvement
Improved
14
12
11
8
25
20

Whittier
CMS
Total Cohort

Cohort 11 Reading Outcomes per Individual School
Student Adventures Regular Attendees
Below Proficiency to Proficiency Achievement
Fall 2020
Spring 2021
FAST and Edmentum
FAST and Edmentum
Assessments
Assessments
Below Proficiency
At or Above Proficiency
14
7
11
5
25
12

Percent
Improved

86%
72%
80%

Percent
Moving from Below
Proficiency to Proficiency
50%
45%
48%

Cohort 11 Comparative Reading Outcomes: In the table that follows, all Student Adventures participants in Cohort
11 are assessed using FAST (K-5) or Edmentum (6-8) proficiency benchmark scores for Spring of 2021.
Cohort 13 Reading Outcomes Comparative Data
All Student Adventures Cohort 13 Attendees vs Students not in the Program
Spring 2021
Spring 2021
% Proficient – FAST Reports
% Proficient - FAST Reports
All Clinton FRL Elementary Students
All Students Adventures Students
Grades K-5
Grades K-5
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Whittier
CMS
Average – All Schools

On-Level (Proficient)
51%
58%
55%
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On-Level (Proficient)
59%
62%
61%

Highlights from the Student Adventures Cohort 11 math and reading outcomes include the following:






By Spring 2021, of the 16 Student Adventures regular attendees in the middle school below proficiency in
math in the Fall of 2020, 38% had achieved proficiency in math.
Compared with matched students in the general population, CMS students achieved proficiency levels 4
percentage points higher in reading than students not participating in the program.
Similarly, when matched with a similar population of LSES students in their school, Whittier Student
Adventures students had proficiency levels in reading 9 percentage points above a matched population
and 4 percentage points above a matched population in math.
Following school COVID shut-down in Spring 2020, students experienced significant achievement losses
with many beginning the Fall 2020 semester two grade levels behind in both reading and math. In the
whole Cohort, by Spring 2021, 70% of participants improved in math and 80% improved in reading.

Parent Surveys: Due to low enrollment due to COVID shut down and then hybrid learning days, parent survey
return rate was low and must be interpreted with caution.

The after school program is a
program that:
Has caring staff that show
concern
Is a safe place for my children
Provides extra academic support
Provides good enrichment
activities
Has opportunities for student
success
Has healthy physical activities
Provides good adult role models
Is necessary in the school
Meets my needs as a parent

My child(ren):
Has improved in turning in homework
Gets along better with others
Attitude about school is better
Academics has improved
Has better social skills

Cohorts 13 Parent Surveys (n = 26)
2020-2021
Strongly
Agree
Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

13

11

2

0

22
15

4
8

0
1

0
0

13

13

0

0

16

8

0

0

14
16
16
16

10
16
10
6

0
2
0
4

0
0
0
0

Cohort 13 Parent Surveys (n = 26)
2020-2021
Yes
14
17
16
20
20

No
3
2
3
2
2

No Change
Needed
9
5
5
2
4
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Has more self confidence
Makes better use of their time
Has more learning opportunities
Has improved school attendance

19
15
18
8
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2
5
3
7

3
6
3
11

In Cohort 13 (2020-2021), 90% of parents felt that the Student Adventures program resulted in improved
academics for their child and 88% of parents felt that their child had better social skills; two key focuses of the
program.

The after school program is a
program that:
Has caring staff that show
concern
Is a safe place for my children
Provides extra academic support
Provides good enrichment
activities
Has opportunities for student
success
Has healthy physical activities
Provides good adult role models
Is necessary in the school
Meets my needs as a parent

My child(ren):
Has improved in turning in homework
Gets along better with others
Attitude about school is better
Academics has improved
Has better social skills
Has more self confidence
Makes better use of their time
Has more learning opportunities
Has improved school attendance

Cohorts 11 Parent Surveys (n = 9)
2020-2021
Strongly
Agree
Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

8

1

0

0

8
5

1
4

0
0

0
0

8

1

0

0

8

1

0

0

7
8
8
8

2
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Cohort 11 Parent Surveys (n = 9)
2020-2021
Yes
3
6
4
7
7
5
5
8
3

No
0
1
3
0
1
1
4
0
0

No Change
Needed
6
2
2
2
1
3
0
1
6

Parent Survey Conclusions: In 2020-2021 Cohorts 11 and 13, of the 35 parents who returned surveys, the
assessment question, “Provides extra academic support” met the criterion of 75% with 98% percent of parents
agreeing to that statement. Of the 31 parents who felt their child needed improvement in academics, 27 (94%) felt
their child’s academics had improved.
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88% percent of Cohort 13 parents and 88% of Cohort 11 parents who felt their child needed improvement
endorsed the statement, “Has better social skills.” This percentage meets the 75% criterion.
Student Surveys: Student surveys were administered to 2020-2021 program participants at the end of the 2021
academic year. Student return rate was about 37%. Therefore, additional surveys were given to students who
participated in the program during the 2020-2021 academic year in Fall 2021 to better capture the student
population.

I like it
I look forward to coming to the
program
I am very comfortable talking to
after school staff and teachers
I feel like there is someone in the
program to help when I need it
I think I am doing better in school
since I started coming here

Student Surveys Cohort 13 (n=45 and n=43)
Yes
Yes
Fall 2021
Spring 2021
43
39

No
Spring 2021
4

45

37

0

6

36

37

9

6

38

38

7

5

42

35

3

8

No
Fall 2021
2

No
Spring 2021
0

Student Surveys Cohort 11 (n=25 and n=15)
Yes
Yes
Fall 2021
Spring 2021
23
15

I like it
I look forward to coming to the
program
I am very comfortable talking to after
school staff and teachers
I feel like there is someone in the
program to help when I need it
I think I am doing better in school
since I started coming here

No
Fall 2021
2

23

14

2

1

21

12

4

3

20

12

5

3

21

14

4

1

Student Survey Conclusion: In the Student Adventures program, the assessment question, “I think I am doing
better in school since I started coming here” was endorsed by 112 of 128 students completing surveys or 88%.
Across all three schools, 93% of Cohort 13 and 95% of Cohort 11 students surveyed said that they “Liked” the
programs in 2020-2021. In addition, 93% of Cohort 13 and 93% of Cohort 11 said they “Looked forward to coming
to the program.” Both of these percentages meet the criterion of 75% response rates.
Teacher Surveys: Only 39 of a possible 145 teacher surveys were completed in the 2020-2021 academic year, likely
due to continual disruptions in the learning environment and substantial prep time needed to accommodate
students across different learning environments. Only six teacher surveys were completed for Cohort 11 middle
school students and only two for Whittier Elementary students. As such, Cohort 11 data does not represent a valid
sample. While the surveys distributed are more extensive, results reported here are only the results needed for
GRPA requirements via the State of Iowa evaluation.
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# Needing
# of students
Improvement
improved
Homework Completion +
Class Participation
Improvement in Behavior
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% improved

28

21

72%

14

8

57%

C11: Middle School Teacher Surveys Results 2020-2021 (n=6; invalid sample)
# Needing
# of students
% improved
Improvement
improved
Homework Completion +
Invalid Sample
Class Participation
Improvement in Behavior
Invalid Sample

C11 and C13: Elementary School Program Participants Needing Improvement
Teacher Surveys Results 2020-2021 (n=33)
# Needing
# of students
% improved
Improvement
improved
Homework Completion +
Class Participation
Improvement in Behavior

29

21

72%

15

9

60%

Teacher Survey Conclusions: In the 2020-2021 Cohort 13 data, Student Adventures program at Bluff, Jefferson and
Eagle Heights Elementary Schools, teachers responded that they saw academic improvement for 72% of students
needing improvement. In the combined elementary school data from Cohorts 13 and 11, 72% of students made
academic gains. Teachers also reported that 60% of elementary students had behavioral improvements.
Attendance: Day school attendance data could not be adequately measured due to COVID shut-downs, A/B hybrid
scheduling, and student absences due to required quarantine when exposed to COVID. As such, attempts to
adequately measure if students were absent less than five days was not attempted for this year’s evaluation. We
can, however extrapolate from attendance in the scheduled afterschool programs offered.
Attendance Data Conclusions: In Cohort 13, 91% of students were regular attendees and the average daily
attendance rate per student was 82%. In Cohort 11, 81% of students were regular attendees and the average
attendance rate per student was 74%.
Family Literacy: The Student Adventures Director shared with evaluators that no family events were held in 20202021 because the District was following CDC guidelines where no more than 10 persons were allowed to gather
due to potential COVID spread and gatherings needed to be outside.
In terms of communication with parents, a great deal of evidence was provided regarding communication
structures. The district provided printed monthly schedules (which parents receive). Each site has a dedicated web
presence. Each site also had a unique monthly newsletter that parents received informing them of upcoming
events, contract numbers for site personnel, and stories of program activities and successes.
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6. Anecdotal Data
Anecdotal Data Required Elements
Complete?
Success Stories
X
Best Practices
X
Pictures
X
Student, teacher, parent, and stakeholder input.
X
Success Stories
Success Stories Required Elements
Complete?
Specific Examples.
Key People Involved
X
Quotes from participants, teachers, parents, etc.
X
Include objectives showing large increases.
X

Examples of Success Stories
The best success stories should come from the students themselves. Here are two great examples:
“The Afterschool Program is the best because we go on field trips on Wednesdays and we play Silent Ball. The
Afterschool Program also has helped my grades by going from a C+ to a B+ in Math.” – Eryn 6th Grade, Clinton
Middle School
“Afterschool Program helps me by helping my grades go up. For example, I had a D in social studies then with help
it has gone up. It also is really fun like every other Wednesday we have super fun field trips. Also the staff is super
nice.” – Kandyce 6th Grade, Clinton Middle School
And this elementary school teacher really encapsulates what the program is all about:
"One way the After School Program benefits students is by giving them the opportunity to build connections to
each other, teachers, and other positive adult role models in the community. I personally have experienced the
benefits of stronger relationships between the students I tutor and I, which has continued outside of ASP and into
my classroom." - Marlene S., Arts Teacher, Bluff Elementary School.
Key People Involved
21st Century afterschool, before school and summer programs have been operating in the Clinton Community
Schools for over a decade. In the first few years, success in academic gains were there, but the gains were not
always statistically significant. Clinton’s Student Adventures Program Director, teachers, principals, and staff have
worked tirelessly to modify and fine-tune program offerings and staffing to improve academic gains. In the last
four years, those gains are now not only statistically significant, but above and beyond expectations. For any new
program starting out, we recommend that you keep working to adjust, adjust, and adjust. Eventually the right
combination of curriculum, teachers, staff, and social development activities comes together to make a really
dynamic program. Such is the case with Student Adventures program in the Clinton Schools.
This Year’s Great Successes:
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In both Cohorts 11 and 13, student proficiency levels by the Spring of 2021, were higher than those of matched
non-program participants in their individual schools. All five school’s program participants out-performed their
counterparts in both reading and math.
1) 74% of Cohort 13 program participants improved their scores in math and 45% moved from being non-proficient
to proficient.
2) 79% of Cohort 13 program participants improved their scores in reading and 42% moved from being nonproficient to proficient.
3) 71% of Cohort 11 elementary-school program participants improved in math and 54% moved from nonproficient to proficient.
4) 69% of Cohort 11 participants at Clinton Middle School improved in math and 38% moved from non-proficient
to proficient.
5) 86% of Cohort 11 elementary school program participants improved in reading and 50% moved from nonproficient to proficient.
6) 72% of participants at Clinton Middle School improved in reading and 45% moved from non-proficient to
proficient in reading.
Student, Teacher, Parent and Stakeholder Input
As stated earlier, the CCSD’s Student Adventures programs have been in existence for 18 years and have become
part of the school and the community culture. Students continually are offered the opportunity to contribute their
suggestions for strengthening the program and serve as “word-of-mouth” advocates for recruitment of other
students into the program. Communications structures with parent are strong with ongoing communication in the
form of newsletters, monthly activity calendars, emailed announcements, personal phone calls, and invitations to
come into the program to observe, volunteer, or participate with their child. Parents can also make
recommendations that are forwarded to advisory boards. Teachers and service providers maintain close and
ongoing communication as evidenced in the following quote:
“My students love going to the afterschool program. The teachers take the time to work with the kids
academically and find out the needs of the students. I have had the afterschool teachers reach out to me to find
out how to best help a child. I have also noticed that they bring in individuals from outside of the school to help
with fun STEM projects and other activities.” – Christine L, Fourth Grade Teacher, Bluff Elementary

Best Practices
Best Practices Required Elements
Description of the practice/activity.
Methodology of measuring success of best practice.
Information on why practice/activity was implemented.
Impact of practice/activity on attendance.
Impact of practice/activity on student achievement.

Complete?
X
X
X
X
X

Best Practices
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For best practices, the Clinton Community School’s Student Adventures program chooses to highlight its
engagement of students in the larger community. Because all schools in the District have “early out” Wednesdays,
extra Student Adventures program hours has allowed the District to provide students with a ‘field trip’ within the
community every Wednesday. These enrichment activities can be educational, recreational, or community-servicebased. The Student Adventures Program Director shares that engaging students in the services and activities
available to them through their own community helps bond students to the community by allowing them to
interact with a wide variety of caring adult role models. Examples of weekly field trips include visits to museums, a
library reading program, the recycling center, the jail, fire stations, pond life, and a dairy farm. In addition, children
were introduced to karate, gymnastics, pottery, canoeing, and a host of other positive activities.
The opportunity to engage in such a wide variety of interesting and engaging activities not only attracts students to
the program, but keeps them coming, which is evidenced in the very high regular attendance data for the Student
Adventures programs. In addition, community partners for these activities get to know our students and our
students get to know and trust adults throughout the community.
Measuring the success of this practice is subjective but the best measure we have to go on is that this practice is
one of our most effective recruiting tools and the best practice for engaging the community and students in the
program. Our retention rates and daily attendance rates are good evidence that this practice is effective.
Engagement in these practices raises student’s levels of curiosity and provides a truly important hands-on learning
experience for students. Science and math interest have increased and that is evident in the increase in math (and
science) scores we see in our outcomes.
Student Adventures received an Iowa DE commendation for this practice.

Pictures
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Stem Activity

Exploring the Mississippi
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Board games teach strategy and sportsmanship

Learning about plants at the arboretum
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Cooperative games teach social skills
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The Clinton PD has been a long-term partner teaching about safety
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Student, teacher, parent, and stakeholder input
Student, teacher, parent, and stakeholder input Required Elements
Quotes from student, teacher, parent, and stakeholders.
Quotes from partners.
Quotes should be attributed (titles can be used but names only with permission).
Showcase success of the program, especially for student attendance, behavior and
academic success.

Complete?
X
X
X
X

Quotes:
“The girls have been in this program for a few years and it has been a rewarding experience for them. They are
both in the top of their classes academically and I think it’s from the extra instruction they have received from the
after school program. Also I think that they've grown socially. They both have made new friends and they are more
outgoing instead of depending on each other. They also have better problem solving skills. They both enjoy the
program and they are excited that it will be starting up again soon. Thank You” - Joyce (Parent, 2021)
“The after school is well worth it for Brycen it has changed him so much.. the girls are amazing they would give a
shirt off there back for each and everyone of the kiddos. Brycen enjoys going each and everyday. I think the tutoring
helps him so much and the extra time to get his homework done. He has met new friends by going and enjoys the
field trip…doing the sticker chart helped him realize he needed to be good which I think is an amazing idea… the
girls have taught him so much. Big change in his behavior sense he started.. I just hope he continues to grow with
them until the end” - Carrie D (Parent, 2021)
“Good Morning and actually I was just talking with Hillary about a great story. My nephews are previous students
of Wes and one, Devan Douglas is now a professional basketball player. He said he would be honored to come
sometime next month when he is in town. He played for globetrotters and now he plays for a professional team out
of the quad cities. I think his whole story is remarkable. He still made it all possible even after losing his mom
after he graduated and before he was drafted. The story is just amazing all around” – Chartena D (Parent, 2021)
“The after school program benefits kids in many ways. It helps them academically since they get additional small
group instruction throughout the week. It also helps them socially as they have more opportunities to interact with
peers in a variety of social settings.” – Sabrina L, First Grade Teacher, Jefferson Elementary
“ASP gives students another outlet to learn and grow. They get the opportunity to learn from different people and
agencies they may not get to regularly interact with. Since I have been working with these students I have seen
them be able to grow when designing for the STEM program. Each student in the program has definitely each
grown in their own way with each activity we have done.” – Christina Clark, Teacher at Clinton Middle School
"In a year that school is appearing more ‘normal’ than in the last two, our students need more support than ever
before. The After School Program has allowed us to reach a population of students that we may otherwise only
have very limited or indirect contact with. We are finding that younger students need the education and
information regarding substance use since, at some point, they will be presented with peer pressure and options for
risky behavior. By sharing this information with the students at After School Program we are allowing them to gain
the confidence to make healthy choices as they grow. The partnership between the After School Program staff and
the Area Substance Abuse Council creates a circle of honest and trusting adults for the students so they feel
comfortable having support outside of teachers and family. The partnership benefits the students in ways that may
not always be visible during our time together, but in the years to come the students will know they had reliable
mentors that have expressed care, challenged them to become leaders, and empowered them to make healthy
choices.” – Candace S., Prevention Director, Area Substance Abuse Council (ASAC)
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“The afterschool program from the fitness perspective has given the children a chance to get up and move after a
long day of school. Many children do not get the opportunity to just enjoy play or learn how to physically interact
with other children on a regular basis. Our program provides that. When we leave after six weeks, the children are
asking when we are coming back.” – LuAnn L., Health & Wellness Manager (YWCA)
“It is incredible to watch the kids learn new concepts and see how much they retain every time we are with them
for afterschool programs. The youth are highly engaged with the activities, with the older children helping the
younger ones grasp the concepts being taught. We love watching the kid’s faces light up when a concept ‘clicks.’” –
Amanda R., County Youth/4-H Coordinator, Iowa State University Extension and Outreach
"Women's Health & Family Services (WHFS) has partnered with the After School Program (ASP) for many years in
our community. WHFS is happy to help the ASP deliver quality educational information to students to help them be
happy and healthy. Equipped with this knowledge and that from other participating community partners Students
feel empowered to not only help themselves but others as well. The After School Program is an Awesome resource
that parents, children and the whole community will continue to benefit from here in Clinton." - Alicia C., Health
Educator, Women's Health & Family Services
“I really like the afterschool program because when I’m at home bored and when I’m here I’m not. It also helps me
because I can get homework done.” – Noel 7th Grade, Clinton Middle School
Quotes from Bluff Elementary Students
Markell: We go on field trips and have a nice teacher
Alex: Favorite thing is tutoring
Kayson: Making friends
Crystal: Teachers are so nice to me
Aspen: I like reading, math and my teachers are nice to me
Aaliyah: Going on field trips
Me’kiyah: Teachers and friends
Sylis : I like everything about after school program
Isabella: My favorite things is books
Jayla: I like everything
Kenzie: I like playing outside play games, and eat snack
Lilly: Field trips & everything
Elijah: the teachers
Elias: Us all together
This Year’s Successes:
In the after school, before school, and summer Student Adventures programs for grade K-8 students at Bluff,
Jefferson, Eagle Heights, and Whittier Elementary Schools, and Clinton Middle School, Student Adventures staff are
to be commended, especially during this very challenging year, for creating before, after school and summer
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school program activities that successfully align with the goals and objectives set forth in their Cohort 11 and
Cohort 13 program proposals.
Evaluators note that these centers provided before, after, and summer school programs that targeted students of
low socioeconomic status and/or students with low academic achievement in one or more academic areas while
still being inclusive to all students within each school. Minority students being served reflect a proportionate
percentage of minority students than in the overall school population for each school. Although overall enrollment
was down significantly due to COVID, regular attendance in the program was on target, with 91% of students in
Cohort 13 and 81% of students in Cohort 11 meeting the criterion of 30+ days for regular attendance. It should be
noted that the lower percentage of regular attendance in Cohort 11 reflects largely middle school; where students
may miss attending the program to participate in other afterschool activities such as sports or drama. Fifty-nine
percent of attendees among both Cohorts attended for 100+ days.
Complete data sets were available for 99% of students enrolled in the programs, indicating that the program is
successfully capturing assessments.
Outcome data reflects that program intervention produced significant progress in academic achievement
outcomes, in spite of COVID disruptions. Comparing Spring 2021 proficiency levels with a similarly-matched
demographic in the general student population, Student Adventures participants consistently had higher
proficiency levels than non-participants. The program’s impact in terms of academic achievement is
unquestionable, even amid the extreme challenges brought on by COVID in 2020-2021.
The program has enlisted 45 community partners offering a total of $84,964 dollars in financial support. A variety
of sources support the program financially through grants, cut hourly rates for educators/facilitators for program
components, partially discounted fees for community activities, and complete waving of fees or hourly rates for
staff, educators and/or facilitators.
Management of these three centers is commendable. Communication structures are in place. The Student
Adventures Director and Site Coordinators met regularly as outlined in the grant application. Meeting minutes
reflect a variety of staff trainings available to site personnel. Each school has a Student Adventures Web/Facebook
page and Student Adventures Newsletters are sent home with students and published on the web pages.
Parent and student perceptions of programs indicate that over 88% of parents and students were satisfied with
program offerings and find the centers a welcome addition to the Clinton Community.
Management of these three centers is commendable. Communication structures are in place. The Student
Adventures Director, Governing Board, Partners, and Site Staff met regularly as outlined in the grant application.
Meeting minutes reflect a variety of staff trainings available to site personnel. Each school has a Student
Adventures Web/Facebook page and Student Adventures Newsletters are sent home with students and published
on the web pages.
The Student Adventures Program Director has been effective in attempts to target program sustainability and a
sustainability plan is on file with the Student Adventures Program Director and District. The plan includes goals,
objectives, and timelines for meeting the objectives. The sustainability plan is reviewed and updated semiannually.
Despite ongoing COVID pandemic disruptions in 2020-2021, the Student Adventures programs are to be
commended for the achievements:
In both Cohorts 11 and 13, student proficiency levels by the Spring of 2021, were higher than those of matched
non-program participants in their individual schools. All five school’s program participants out-performed their
counterparts in both reading and math.
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1) 74% of Cohort 13 program participants improved their scores in math and 45% moved from being non-proficient
to proficient.
2) 79% of Cohort 13 program participants improved their scores in reading and 42% moved from being nonproficient to proficient.
3) 71% of Cohort 11 elementary-school program participants improved in math and 54% moved from nonproficient to proficient.
4) 69% of Cohort 11 participants at Clinton Middle School improved in math and 38% moved from non-proficient
to proficient.
5) 86% of Cohort 11 elementary school program participants improved in reading and 50% moved from nonproficient to proficient.
6) 72% of participants at Clinton Middle School improved in reading and 45% moved from non-proficient to
proficient in reading.
Each school under this grant present unique challenges in that each serves a different population base within the
community of Clinton. Given the individuality of the five schools, and the fact that these schools are linked under
two Student Adventures cohorts, program personnel have worked diligently to design effective activities and
staffing patterns that align with the unique needs of their individual schools; while still retaining the overarching
goals of the program.

7. Sustainability Plans
Sustainability Plans Required Elements
Original plan from grant application summary.
Discuss formal sustainability plan if applicable.
How program will continue without 21st CCLC grant funding.
How partnership contributions will help the program continue (refer to partnership
table from section 3).

Complete?
X
X
X
X

Sustainability Plans Discussion:
Original Plan and Sustainability Training:
In the summer of 2005, the Iowa Afterschool Alliance (IAA) agreed to have Clinton’s after school program be the
first in the state to develop a sustainability plan through their office as a pilot project. In early 2006, the District
completed its full sustainability plan. Each year, Preferred Visions meets with staff for a full day of sustainability
training. The prior year plan is reviewed and new goals and objectives for the upcoming year are set during the
training session. The current sustainability plan document, titled, Clinton Community School District Student
Adventures Afterschool Program Sustainability Plan 2016-2017, is on file and available for review from the Student
Adventures Program Director. The plan, though titled the 2016-2017 plan, has been updated semi-annually since
its inception.
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At the core of the CCSD’s Student Adventures’ continuous improvement is community engagement. First and
foremost, program oversight is community-based. At the core of the planning process is a committed group of
CCSD staff, community leaders, and community-based organization executives called the Student Adventures
Community Governance Board (SACGB). SACGB’s responsibility in sustainability is to engage the community
through regular multimedia communications and to encourage feedback with semi-annual surveys distributed to
students, parents, teachers, community service providers, and the community at large. Respect for, and
engagement of all sectors of the community, ensures that Student Adventures is aligned with data-driven
community needs. The CCSD’s sustainability approach represents a diversified funding plan that involves redirecting current resources as appropriate, developing local support, incorporating additional federal, state and
local funding as appropriate, and coordinating the use of all available resources. Five key components underlie
their sustainability plan: Advocacy Efforts; Media Relations; Strong Community Partners; Key Champion
Development; and Adaptability to Changing Conditions. Before applying for any new funding, the CCSD and SACGB
engage in a planning process involving 3 steps: (1) Carefully projecting the costs of maintaining the program. (2)
Identifying the time frames for developing sustainability funding. (3) Identifying all potential funding streams that
can be redirected over the course of the initial grant to sustain the program when a grant expires. The following
are examples that illustrate their success in using this planning process: 1) Program partners shifted partial
financial responsibility to their respective agencies by agreeing to a common hourly rate for services and/or
providing additional hours of in-kind service. 2) From 2008-2010, and again in 2014-2018, DECAT funding helped
support summer programs. 3) In 2009, the District and the Clinton Wellness Coalition partnered for a Wellmark
grant to support before school programs. 4) In 2014, the Student Adventures program applied for and was
accepted as a new United Way funding recipient. 5) In 2018, the program became a permanently funded United
Way program.
Effective Use of all Public Resources:
Each of the CCSD’s partners brings all available public resources to the Student Adventures planning table. The
planning group thoroughly assess each partner's resources and determines how to best utilize those resources in
the community of Clinton. The following are examples of how the CCSD and community partners work together to
integrate services: (1) State mentoring programs were re-structured to integrate directly into after-school, before
school, and summer activities. As a result, they can cost-share Student Adventures Site Coordinator salaries as well
as administrative support salaries. The Mentoring Recruiter also assists in recruiting adult volunteers for the
Student Adventures program. (2) Site Coordinators are utilized to refer families to Clinton Community College; in
turn, CCC identifies and refers families needing literacy support to our literacy programs. (3) The CCSD cost-shares
comprehensive drug/violence prevention programs with New Directions through Comprehensive Substance Abuse
and Community Partnership grants. (4) Providers have agreed to a common community service provision rate of
$22.50 per hour. Ongoing integration and cost sharing of resources between providers increases efficient use of
community resources, eliminates duplication, and increases community investment in supporting and sustaining
the Student Adventures program.
Formal Sustainability Plan and 2020-2021 Plan Progress:
The latest plan update clearly delineates committees and includes a timeline for reporting progress on goals and
objectives. Central to the 2020-2021 plan was the development of a stronger communication plan with community
businesses and churches to inform of the program’s purposes and accomplishments. In the Department of
Education site visit in Spring 2017, it was noted by the DE that ten additional partners had been secured since
2015. In addition, Student Adventure’s sustainability committee members would seek smaller grant funds for
specific projects with the Student Adventures program through private foundation grants. In 2019, the Student
Adventures program was awarded ongoing funding status by the Clinton United Way for summer programming
support. In Spring 2018-Fall 2019, the Student Adventures program applied for private grants through Walmart,
Lowes, and Alliant Energy and Jewel-Osco. None of those grants were secured but the program will re-apply again
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in the 2021-2022 year. In 2020-2021, a $50,000 NASA Project grant was awarded for STEM programming in the
afterschool program.
In 2020-2021, the program has enlisted 45 community partners offering a total of $84,964 dollars in financial
support. As stated earlier, a variety of sources support the program financially through grants, cut hourly rates for
educators/facilitators for program components, partially discounted fees for community activities, and complete
waving of fees or hourly rates for staff, educators and/or facilitators.
How Program Will Continue Without 21st Century Funding:
The community of Clinton is a community in economic distress and has been for the last two decades. Put frankly,
without 21st Century funding support at some level, the programs cannot be sustained. Additional state, federal,
and local grant funding resources have diminished over the past 5-6 years and the funding organizations left that
can be tapped into receive hundreds, if not thousands, of applications from worthy organizations. The city of
Clinton has very few major corporations or employers to tap into and small businesses are struggling to simply
survive. The following businesses have left Clinton within the last six years: Target, JC Penney, Sears, Pauls, Shopko,
Eagle’s grocery stores, YMCA, and numerous downtown small businesses. The only major employers are ADM and
the Rose Casino. The COVID pandemic has only added to the community’s economic distress. The District is not in
favor of charging fees for the program as the poverty rates among student’s families are significantly above the
average poverty rate for the state of Iowa. That said, the District continues to explore every possible avenue on an
annual basis to keep the programs open. These avenues include small grants (Walmart, Alliant Energy, Jewel Osco,
and US Bank. All have so far declined our applications), United Way support, DECAT support, bi-weekly surveillance
of available state and federal funding opportunities, ongoing communication with local businesses about the
importance of the program to the community, and developing as many local partnerships as possible – even if the
only contribution they can offer is a few hundred dollars.
How Partnership Contributions Will Assist with Sustainability:
The District has tapped as many community businesses as they can and as such, has 45 partners that each
contribute a small amount to the program or whatever they can afford in terms of in-kind services or cut rates to
support students. Our long-term social service agency partners (New Directions/ASAC, Bridgeview, Women’s
Health) have also experienced significant cuts in state support over the last five years and simply cannot take on
more of the financial costs of the program than they already have. With forty-five current community partners,
some contributing only a few hundred dollars, the programs have been able keep costs within the budgets
proposed in their original applications, and have been able to sustain at the 75% cut level when it occurs. That said,
in a small, impoverished community like Clinton, full community support is both unrealistic and unattainable. Some
level of state/federal support is necessary for the programs to survive.
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8. Summary and Recommendations
Summary and Recommendations Required Elements Complete?
Summary of program.
X
Dissemination of local evaluation.
X
Recommendations for local objectives.
X
Recommendations on future plans for change.
X
Summary of Program
Summary of Program Required Elements
Complete?
Reference introduction section.
X
Showcase successes of program.
X
Highlight items contributing to program success.
X
Include exemplary contributions from staff, teachers, volunteers and/or partners.
X

Introduction
The Clinton Community School District (CCSD) and collaborative partners’ mission is to narrow the achievement
gaps for students at Bluff Elementary, Jefferson Elementary, Eagle Heights Elementary, Whittier Elementary, and
Clinton Middle School. The CCSD offers Student Adventures before, after-school and summer programs.
Overarching goals are to: (1) Provide access to high-quality academic recovery and enrichment programs. (2) Work
to close achievement gaps between Caucasian and non-Caucasian students and LSES and non-LSES students. (3)
Give students access to a variety of engaging activities that promote positive youth development. (4) Promote
community ownership by linking a variety of community resources to the schools, children, and adults who can
best benefit from those resources. (5) Lead to greater family awareness of the importance of literacy as the major
skill development area that correlates with high success in other academic areas.
This Year’s Successes:
The central focus of the Student Adventures program is academic success. To that end, and despite ongoing COVID
pandemic disruptions in 2020-2021, the Student Adventures programs are to be commended for the following
achievements:
In both Cohorts 11 and 13, student proficiency levels by the Spring of 2021, were higher than those of matched
non-program participants in their individual schools. All five school’s program participants out-performed their
counterparts in both reading and math.
1) 74% of Cohort 13 program participants improved their scores in math and 45% moved from being non-proficient
to proficient.
2) 79% of Cohort 13 program participants improved their scores in reading and 42% moved from being nonproficient to proficient.
3) 71% of Cohort 11 elementary-school program participants improved in math and 54% moved from nonproficient to proficient.
4) 69% of Cohort 11 participants at Clinton Middle School improved in math and 38% moved from non-proficient
to proficient.
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5) 86% of Cohort 11 elementary school program participants improved in reading and 50% moved from nonproficient to proficient.
6) 72% of participants at Clinton Middle School improved in reading and 45% moved from non-proficient to
proficient in reading.

Items Contributing to Program Success
Experience is probably the most important contributor. Over 18 years, Clinton’s Student Adventures program has
been assessed, modified based on those assessments, and gradually molded into a highly coordinated and
integrated system of services where staff, parents, teachers, and students truly “own” the program. Community
involvement is the second most important contributor. Our core community service providers have been involved
in the program since the beginning. They serve as recruiters for other community members, businesses, and
groups through their commitment to the importance of the programs.
Exemplary Contributions
Management of these five centers by Mr. Loras Osterhaus throughout the pandemic is highly commendable. He
works hands-on with his Site Coordinators to ensure that they are competent and comfortable in their role. He
even steps in to serve as a site aid if a staff member is absent for the day. His dedication to procuring ongoing
funding is evidenced by his work with the District’s grant writers and his weekly work in investigating every
possible opportunity to keep dollars flowing into the program. Mr. Osterhaus retired in June of 2021 and the
program welcomed it’s new Director, Chol Chagai, shortly after.
Site Coordinators at each school are flexible, creative, and dedicated to the needs of their school’s program. They
ensure that communication structures are in place for staff, teachers, students, parents, and the community at
large. As a result of their work, each school has a Student Adventures Web presence, monthly calendars, and
Newsletters that are sent home with students and are accessible online. They are also the primary point of contact
with parents; reporting out student successes in the program and working with parents when issues arise.

Dissemination of Local Evaluation.
Dissemination of Local Evaluation Required Elements
Exact url where local evaluation is posted (required by US DOE).
Discussion of other methods of Dissemination (Board reports, community meetings,
person to person, e-mail, etc.)

Complete?
X
X

A full-detailed local evaluation of both processes and outcomes is included for Cohorts and 11 and 13 with this
summary document. Local evaluation results are provided to all community members through a link on District’s
Student Adventures Web Page: https://www.clinton.k12.ia.us/media/Clinton-Community-Schools-21st-CCLC-LocalEvaluation-form-2019-2020.pdf
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Other Methods of Dissemination
The Student Adventures Governance Board met in the 2020-2021 year virtually. Governance Board meeting
minutes include substantial discussion on Student Adventures sustainability planning; including grant procurement,
community funding, and procurement of in-kind services. New fundraising ideas were implemented with
community business where a percentage of the proceeds went to the Student Adventures programs. The Board
also provided oversight and direction for Student Adventures community events involving students, parents, and
community members. Meeting minutes updated Board members on planning processes for summer programs,
connecting the mentoring programs to the Student Adventures program, Student Adventures activities and staffing
updates. Community board members appear to be actively engaged in procuring resources for ongoing
sustainability of the programs.
The Student Adventures Partner Advisory board met 2 times in the 2020-2021 year (virtually). Membership consists
of those partners who are actually contracted to provide their community services within the schools in the
Student Adventures programs. Meeting minutes were provided to evaluators for each date the Partner Advisory
Board met. Partner Advisory Board meeting minutes included reporting of current staffing and activities in the
afterschool program as well as continual updates on funding and additional grant procurement.
Student Adventures Program Staff met approximately every other week in the 2020-2021 academic year;
transitioning to remote meetings when necessary. Meeting minutes were provided to evaluators for each date
staff met, as well as sign-in sheets. Meeting minutes reflect substantial planning of daily schedules, staffing
patterns, budgeting, field trips and special activities coordination, staff training opportunities, reports from staff
trainings, summer planning, and ongoing planning for the 2021-2022 academic year.
The district provided printed monthly schedules (which parents receive). Each site has a dedicated web presence.
Each site also had a unique monthly newsletter that parents received informing them of upcoming events, contract
numbers for site personnel, and stories of program activities and successes.
The Student Adventures program has a dedicated Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/ccsdafterschool/
The local newspaper, the Clinton Herald, also published 2-3 in-depth articles per year:
https://www.clintonherald.com/

Recommendations for Local Objectives.
Recommendations for Local Objectives Required Elements Complete?
Objectives to be changed and reasons why.
X
Objectives to be added.
X
Include objectives not met.
X
Include objectives not measured.
X

Objectives to be Changed or Added
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Discussion was had with Board members and partners regarding current program objectives. No changes are
recommended in programming at this time by the Governing Board as the District is still dealing with COVID
challenges and the focus is on keeping students engaged academically and safe physically and emotionally.
Consideration was given to decreasing the number of objectives as suggested by the DOE, but in reviewing the
current objectives, it was determined that the nine current objectives reflect thoroughly the focus of the Student
Adventures programs.
Objectives Not Met and/or Not Measured
Objective G1-4 (for Cohort 11): Teachers with students enrolled in the Student Adventures programs will agree
that 60% of their students have improved academic performance as measured by teacher surveys.
Reason not measured: Only 9 teachers surveys were returned for Cohort 11; 3 for Whittier Elementary and 6 for
Clinton Middle School. The data given is not a statically valid sample. The explanation given was that teachers were
scrambling to accommodate all the different learning environments (virtual and hybrid) and has less regular
contact with students. Resolution: All teachers are required to submit surveys in 2021-2022.
Objective G3-1 and Objective G3-2 (for both Cohorts 11 and 13): 50% of parents with students in the Student
Adventures program will participate in a minimum of 2 family literacy activities/year as evidenced by
event/participation records
Reason not met: The Student Adventures Director shared with evaluators that no family events were held in 20202021 because the District was following CDC guidelines where no more than 10 persons were allowed to gather
due to potential COVID spread. Resolution: Family literacy events have resumed as of Fall 2021.

Recommendations on Future Plans for Change.
Recommendations on Future Plans for Changing Required Elements Complete?
Changes in activities.
X
Changes in recruitment efforts.
X
Changes in partnerships.
X
Changes for sustainability plans.
X
Other changes as suggested by governing body.
X
Activities
The program is solid in terms of activities, scheduling, management and recruitment. Outcomes confirm that the
programs are producing the desired results with the activity structure currently offered.
For the required elements, the only recommended change is to continue to develop strategies and efforts to
engage parents in Parent/Family Activities, to offer more parent opportunities, to complete parent night surveys
for each event and to consider adding more parent representation on the Student Adventures Governance Board.
Recruitment
The only school experiencing student recruitment issues is Clinton Middle School and the issue is not the number
of students as much as it is the regular attendance. CME was not awarded additional funding going forward from
the DOE because of attendance issues. The District is currently pursuing alternative funding going forward.
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Ongoing recruitment of teachers is necessary every year as it extends their day substantially; that said, the District
has been able to fill those positions to date.
Recruitment of volunteers has been especially difficult. Many parents are working two or three jobs to make ends
meet and volunteering does not take precedence over putting food on the table. There have been efforts to recruit
volunteers through employers – where groups of employees choose an organization to invest hours in. These
efforts are ongoing.
Partnerships
There are no recommended changes in terms of partnerships. Discussions could be had with community vendors
who are still charging full fees to see if they would be willing to cut their rates.
Sustainability
In terms of sustainability, Student Adventures Governance Board members continue to be supportive in exploring
continuing funding options – and have formed subcommittees to explore additional funding options. Evaluators
recommend expansion of Board members to include CEOs of several more businesses in the community as those
individuals often have connections to others in business and potential private support of the program. Another
option would be to engage area churches with representatives on the board who can then engage parishioners,
not only in terms of financial support, but volunteer support.
Because most objectives were easily met on student reading and math outcomes, the District could consider
increasing the target goal for the 2020-2021 year. Moving the target fosters program improvements where each
year, the goal is to strive for better and better outcomes.
Other Changes
No changes are recommended in programming at this time by the Governing Board as the District is still dealing
with COVID challenges and the focus is on keeping students engaged academically and safe physically and
emotionally.
Consideration was given to decreasing the number of objectives as suggested by the DOE, but in reviewing the
current objectives, it was determined that the nine current objectives reflect thoroughly the focus of the Student
Adventures programs.
Evaluator Suggestions
Within the program goals, objectives, and activities to achieve the program objectives, evaluators note the
following suggestions:
In the 2020-2021 academic year, completion of objectives meeting targets was substantial, considering the
disruptions to school with COVID19. Personnel made good efforts to keep the program going virtually,
accommodating the hybrid scheduling, and was able to provide a shortened and modified on-site summer
program. If ongoing disruptions continue, new data collection avenues will need to be developed. Because of low
teacher survey return, school Principals should be enlisted to ensure surveys are completed by teachers.
With the start-up of family activities in Fall 2021, program personnel should continue to develop strategies to
engage parents in family literacy activities to move the percentage of families attending events closer to the target
goal of 50% attending at least one event.
Parent return on surveys this year were not fully realized due to COVID19 and adjustments will need to be made
on when and how those are delivered should there be ongoing issues with shutdowns or virtual options for
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parent’s children. Again, it would be easiest for a majority of parents if these were made available by capitalizing
on a variety of online survey instruments, with hard copies available to those parents lacking technology.
Utilize prior Student Adventures students who have been successful in the program to work with younger students
in the program to promote continuity of students and modeling of their own success.
Ongoing efforts to establish additional financial partners will be critical to keeping the programs open and running
them at the capacity necessary to match student needs. Continued efforts in areas of private grants or
contributions, reduced or waived fees from community partners, and the solicitation of more adult volunteers will
be critical to ongoing sustainability.

UNEXPECTED DATA
COVID-19 Statement
In the 2020-2021 academic year, the COVID-19 pandemic had a widespread impact on the 21st Century programs
in the Clinton Community School District. Per CDC recommendations and in an effort to minimize COVID-19
infections and keep students, teachers, and staff safe, the Clinton Community School District submitted a state
waiver in November 2020 to move to online learning across the district. That move was in direct response to the
COVID-19 pandemic. In one week, 101 district employees were absent from work, 35 confirmed positive COVID-19
infections between staff and students, and over 400 of students and staff were quarantined.
During this exceptional year, the Clinton Community School District’s 21 st Century programs experienced the
lowest enrollment and attendance in the program history. The fluid nature of the pandemic interfered every
aspect of the program. Parents and students expressed fear of catching COVID-19 infection, and many of our
program partners had COVID restrictions in place, preventing them from coming into the school. In addition, many
parents were laid off or worked from home, so parent need for afterschool services and/or interest in afterschool
services declined. It was a difficult challenge to synchronize and plan activities of educational nature.
The 21st Century program had to innovate in order to carry out activities under the stringent circumstances.
Initially, Zoom programming was the only option and students in the program participated via Zoom once or twice
a week, with the program concentrating strictly on academic remediation, but students with poor internet or lack
of equipment couldn’t participate in a robust manner. Staff also provided support to students who expressed the
emotional difficulties of the pandemic and the impact it was having on them and their families.
When the district shifted to hybrid learning in the Spring of 2021, new challenges arose as a result. During the
hybrid learning period, students were going to other buildings, such as Clinton High School and Clinton Middle
School, for classes. They were also divided into two groups, group A and group B, alternating attending every other
day. When group A was receiving in person instruction, group B was receiving online instructions, and vice versa.
Each student was effectively attending school, at the most, 2-3 times a week. Anxiety over COVID-19 was still a
major issue with many parents refusing to send their children to the Afterschool program.
These factors, attributed to the pandemic, contributed to significantly lower enrollment and participation in the
program throughout the 2020-2021 year. Program staff are working diligently to produce better outcomes in
terms of enrollment, participation, and academic gains for the 2021-2022 school year. The recent availability of the
COVID vaccine for all children will, to some extent, decrease fear and anxiety around COVID-19. We are slowly
seeing higher enrollment and more robust participation in the 21st Century program this Fall of 2021. (Chol Chagai,
CCSD Director of Afterschool Programs).
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